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NATURAL AND COMMON LAW  TRIBUNAL FOR PUBLIC HEALTH AND 
JUSTICE 
 
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL 
 
MONDAY 14 TH JUNE 2021 

      
                                                                                                                         
 
B E T W E E N:-                        Lady Charles Seven                              Co-Founder 
                                               
                              Supporting Mistreated Abused Tribunal Judges                    

 
-and- 

 
                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                       Defendants                                                                                                                                  
1) Alfred Lambremont Webre      

                                                                 
2) Tribunal Corruption Within The Executive Administration Team      

 
__________________________________ 

 
FINAL JUDGEMENT 

__________________________________ 
 
 
BRIEF SUMMARY 
 
 

I. This is the ‘final Judgement’ in the investigation and examination of 
evidence from thirteen Tribunal Judges and five other complainants  regarding 
‘the gross mistreatment’ and ‘abuse’ of ‘Multiple Tribunal Judges’ from 
‘The Natural and Common Law Tribunal for Public Health and Justice’ all 
summarised herein.  

 
II. The aforementioned Tribunal was co-founded on 26th March 2020 by Judge 

Lady Seven and Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre together. 
 

III. ‘Tribunal Infiltrators’ have been actively involved in the manipulation and 
control of the Chief Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre to sabotage and 
systematically take control of all Tribunal affairs by stealth. 

 
IV. From December 2020 and January 2021 onwards to date, there have been 

serious complaints made by multiple Tribunal Judges (copied verbatim in the 
detailed section of this final Judgement) highlighting that the Chief Judge 
Alfred Lambremont Webre was not following any lawful due process in 
respect of removing honourable Judges and bringing in new Judges.  
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V. The evidence clearly proves that there has been distinct systematic pattern of 
deliberate lies, gas-lighting manipulation, tyranny, withholding, 
mismanagement, possibly even theft of the public’s donations and dictatorship 
signalling that corruption had fully taken root within the Tribunal.  

 
VI. The key Tribunal infiltrators and agitators suspected of being deepstate 

operatives are namely ‘Rima Liebow,’ Michael Zazzio and ‘Ralph Fucetola’ 
were invited by Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre to participate in indictment 
hearings that served to address and remedy violations around Covid 19 in 
November 2020. The named three individuals subsequently unlawfully 
secretly arranged to form as the Tribunal’s ‘executive administration team’ 
around Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre to become his personal exclusive 
advisors/handlers, without, first seeking counsel and approval from the co-
founder Judge Lady Seven and all other Tribunal Judges. 

 
VII. Consequently, this complaint is brought by the Tribunal’s co-founder Judge 

Lady Seven, in support of the multiple grossly abused mistreated Tribunal 
Judges whose emailed testimonies will be included below herein highlighted 
in the colour red for greater clarity within the detailed section of this final 
Judgement.  

 
VIII. The complaint is a very serious one that requires immediate action to remedy 

all adversely afflicted and prevent further damage from the likely international 
scandal.   

 
IX. It has been complained (repeatedly so) that honourable Tribunal Judges known 

to be respectable professional individuals with the deepest integrity were being 
systematically picked off one by one, unjustly lied about, defamed, 
maliciously slandered, maligned to unlawfully abruptly remove and prevent 
them from further participating in their appointed role as Tribunal Judges, 
without warnings, any lawful process, inquiry or investigation to ascertain 
whether or not these Tribunal Judges had factually done anything to justify 
and warrant their being defamed, slandered and permanently removed.  

 
X. Since these complaints have come under the spotlight, there has been 

attempted back peddling, claiming that Judges ‘were not removed’ but only 
‘suspended’ despite all the evidence proving that Judges were factually being 
unlawfully ruthlessly systematically removed. Moreover, these unjustly 
already removed Judges were later asked to hand in their resignation ‘several 
weeks after already being removed’ in effort to cover tracks of malpractice 
and numerous incidents of malicious abuse. Sadly for those involved, 
significant damage has already been done and there is no amount of back 
peddling that can excuse or justify the extreme level of corruption that has 
taken place here. 

 
XI. In addition, for several months and progressively worsening, there was daily 

yo-yoing back and forth, with the Judge Lambremont Webre mass emailing 
reckless unstable ever changing fabricated accusations and irrational decisions 
changing from one day to the next, based entirely upon deceitful delusional 
allegations, against totally innocent people.  
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XII. One incident would have been bad enough, but there has been pattern of this 
diabolical behaviour with the same manipulative people being at the root 
complained of each and every time. 

 
XIII. This created a highly toxic extremely stressful out of control atmosphere, 

impossible to further contend with. Therefore, the situation must be 
immediately thoroughly addressed at the root and justly remedied. 

 
XIV. The conclusions and findings herein are based solely upon evidence and 

testimonies examined for the determination of this Judgement, which now 
upholds all complaints as indeed having merit. Those complained of namely 
Chief Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre, Rima Liebow, Michael Zazzio and 
Ralph Fucetola are all hereby confirmed guilty and charged. The 
consequences are detailed within the additional Order attached to this 
Judgement and must be followed to the letter to prevent further action taken. 

 
XV. The evidence and testimonies herein substantiates that honourable Tribunal 

Judges have indeed been unethically unlawfully removed time and time again, 
somewhat impulsively, without due process even being considered by the 
Tribunal’s co-founder Chief Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre, at the behest 
of the ludicrous  directives of his highly corrupt so called ‘executive 
administrative team’ whatsoever.  

 
XVI. In each and every incident, Tribunal Judges were ‘used’ and then abruptly 

unceremoniously disposed of byway of a somewhat insulting email, usually 
citing a defamatory unqualified or substantiated statement. 

 
XVII. None of the removed Judges were given a chance or opportunity to put 

forward their own side of the story or even a defence. The news was just 
abruptly dropped upon them via email, thus giving them zero opportunity to 
clear their falsely smeared name and reputations. None have been provided 
with a valid explanation or apology after the gross mistreatment. Thus in 
doing so, the complaint made against chief Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre, 
and his Tribunal executive administration team of advisors/handlers at ‘The 
Natural and Common Law Tribunal for Public Health and Justice’s , which 
prided itself internationally as being a ‘Tribunal of Conscience’ and ‘Bastion 
of Truth and Justice’ has merit.  

 
XVIII. There has been a clear pattern of the repeated disregard for Law, made all the 

more poignant and disturbing by the fact that the corruption is directly coming 
from individuals who are keeping up ‘the pretence’ of being ‘Judges’ in a 
‘Tribunal for Natural and Common Law for Public Health and Justice,’ 
supposedly to protect and defend humanity from Covid 19 violations.  

 
XIX. The factual evidence from the testimonies included herein, abundantly 

demonstrates that the nothing could be further from the Truth. The shocking 
and disrespectful way that multiple Tribunal Judges were disposed of without 
any right of reply, quite frankly is beyond disgraceful and entirely unethical. 
Therefore, the complaint is proven be justified and thus is upheld. 
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XX. In all instances, evidence proves time and time again, there has been the 
persistent deliberate distortion of the facts. The level of manipulation and 
outright lies is nothing short of scandalous. There has also been an extremely 
unfair bias by Chief Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre, strangely always 
favouring the very same key meddling individual/individuals found to be 
infiltrators at the root behind the unjustified removals in the first place. Even 
in the face of being given the factual truth and clarification by hard evidence, 
Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre’s lies have continued, putting his own 
ethics, motives and intentions seriously under question. 

 
XXI. All accounts prove that the decision to create the ‘Tribunal’s executive 

administration team’ much like the removals, happened without any electoral 
process, or the involvement of Tribunals co-founder Judge Lady Seven. This 
is a typical tactic and strategy employed by deepstate infiltrators, to bring 
down an otherwise potentially powerful organisation engaged in the noble 
pursuit of protecting humanity 

 
XXII. Evidently, this highly manipulative manoeuvre, was done specifically to 

insulate, isolate and manipulate the Tribunals co-founding Judge Alfred 
Lambremont Webre, whereby he would be kept away from watching eyes in 
order to systematically divide and control all the Tribunals further actions, 
deals and decisions 

 
XXIII. The Tribunals co-founder Judge Lady Seven was informed as to the creation 

of the ‘Tribunal’s executive administration Team’ during a meeting with 
IACCO on 2nd March 2021, after it had already been planned, agreed upon 
and implemented without her knowledge. They also organised the Tribunals 
co-founder Judge Lady Seven’s immediate removal by any means necessary 
pretty much from its inception. To which she had alerted Judge Alfred 
Lambremont Webre who refused to listen. 

 
XXIV. The ‘executive administration team’ in question, although on the face of it, 

comprised of the three relatively newer Tribunal Judges namely Rima Liebow, 
Ralph Fucetola, and Michael Zazzio but no doubt also had hidden deepstate 
operatives manipulating events from the shadows. These individuals sought to 
install themselves as a self appointed ‘Tribunal authority’ to illegitimately 
‘supersede power above’ the legitimate original respected co-founder Judge 
Lady Seven. Doing so was an unethical desperate grab for power and control, 
to destroy the Tribunal’s original ethos and destabilize the entire humanitarian 
organization.  

 
XXV. Consequently, this final Judgement now officially firmly asserts and declares 

in no uncertain terms that Rima Liebow, Ralph Fucetola and Michael Zazzio 
are to be viewed and exposed as agitators and infiltrators who have brought 
chaos and destruction ever since their joining the Tribunal. Therefore, their 
positions are permanently terminated and rendered ‘Null and Void’ (whether 
or not they are still involved with the Tribunal) at the time of the conclusion 
and delivery of the investigation and final Judgement. 
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XXVI. They were already given the opportunity on the 20th April 2021 (despite their 
not giving other Judges a chance) to address the creation of chaos and 
spreading of outright malicious lies to remove other honourable Tribunal 
Judges and for doing so, their positions are permanently irrevocably 
terminated with immediate effect.  

 
XXVII. No doubt none of these three individuals would accept co-founding a Tribunal 

for over a year, and for defamatory malicious lies to be spread about them in 
order to remove them. Therefore they should not expect Judge Lady Seven or 
any other Tribunal Judge to accept such manipulative ruthless corrupt 
behaviour either. 

 
XXVIII. The lesson they must learn is that instigating corruption, to disrespect and 

abuse people to get ahead in life has consequences. No-one has a right to join 
an already co-founded established peaceful organisation, then use 
unscrupulous means to quickly rise in ranks treading on the rights of others 
just to take what was not theirs to take over. They have all displayed a gross 
lack of respect for the co-founder Judge Lady Seven’s position whereby 
acutely racist beliefs is also now under the spotlight. Equally the attempt to 
make light of the abuse of other removed Tribunal Judges highlights the 
entitled mentality of the individuals we are dealing with. 

 
XXIX. Let the record reflect, that it is a well known established fact that the Tribunal 

was NOT founded solely by Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre alone, however 
this has been repeatedly falsely asserted in efforts to aggressively forcibly 
remove Judge Lady Seven of international recognition to deprive her of her 
rights to be respected as the legitimate co-founder. 

 
XXX. Like it or not, the fact remains that as joint Tribunal co-founder Judge Lady 

Seven has equal rights and authority to Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre. 
Therefore, no-one can come along after the fact, give themselves self 
appointed new titles to remove Judge Lady Seven’s Sovereign authority. The 
attempt to use ruthless means to deprive Lady Seven of these rights is yet 
another gross violation requiring immediate public apology and compensatory 
relief and remedy.  

 
XXXI. The aggressive attempt to overthrow Judge Lady Seven’s position of 

Sovereign authority as the Tribunal’s co-founder in April and May 2021, using 
a series of nasty defamatory emails was a badly misjudged miscalculated one. 
Because, it has since backfired ten fold in the worse way imaginable, exposing 
everyone involved in the scandal as deeply corrupt traitorous abusive people. 
It is important to keep a log of these individual’s names lest they spread their 
same corrupt manipulative tactics to destroy other humanitarian organisations 
elsewhere. 

 
XXXII. Their attack was particularly venomous, spiteful and malicious with intent to 

cause Judge Lady Seven as co-founder maximum ruin, humiliation, insult, 
injury and harm.  The toxicity has made her and many other people sick to the 
stomach so much so, many Tribunal Judges stay away from their emails, to 
avoid being dragged into another fabricated lie.  
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XXXIII. The lengths taken to falsely smear Judge Lady Seven’s honourable name and 

reputation also highlight covert racial hatred. 
 

XXXIV. For the level of this abuse, compensation for damages duly apply for co-
founder Judge’s Lady Seven and also Clyde Harris (Galactic Clyde) and John 
and Bonnie Mitchell. Defamation, malicious slander, libel are serious offences 
in the Law of Tort, thus for the particularly wicked way they set out to cause 
deliberate harm, injury, pain and suffering they are all now held accountable. 
Damages also apply for previous Judges also unlawfully maliciously removed. 
This will be set out within the accompanying Order with an amount of 
damages to be fairly decided by all honourable Tribunal Judges with the 
emphasis on honourable.  

 
XXXV. A thorough investigation is to be conducted into the full account and 

mismanagement of the public’s donations after Judge Alfred Lambremont 
Webre set up two crowd funding appeals to assist the Tribunal and Tribunal 
Judges. In particular, he must provide an honest explanation as to why he has 
kept donations sent to help Judge Lady Seven who faced homelessness. To 
keep funds donated for a particular Judge for himself constitutes theft. A full 
account of how much he collected in public donations and private deals must 
be provided and the monies donated for Judge Lady Seven are to be 
immediately returned to her. This is also set out within the Order attached with 
this final Judgement. 

 
BRIEF SUMMARY OF CONCLUSION 
 

XXXVI. The legacy of the Tribunal’s ‘executive administration team’ stands that in a 
short record amount of time, they turned a wonderful ‘Tribunal of 
Conscience’ created for the people by the people, into a Godless morally 
bankrupt cesspit of corruption that has zero respect, zero conscience or 
consideration for how they mistreat Tribunal Judges, let alone anyone else in 
humanity. The very notion that these individuals want to serve humanity is a 
farce. 

 
XXXVII. The purpose of this final Judgement is to identify, highlight, totally root out 

and expose all those responsible for the corruption, in order to salvage what is 
left of the great-work Tribunal Judge’s put in from around the world in service 
to humanity. This can only be achieved by full exposure of the facts and 
restoration of the absolute truth, to bring about balance, peace and justice that 
will set the record straight and correct their multiple violations.  

 
XXXVIII. This Judgement rules entirely in favour of all the honourable Tribunal Judges 

that were falsely maligned and unlawfully removed on account of corruption 
and were actually found to be carrying out their duties with integrity. These 
are people who selflessly gave of their time to take up the divine appointment 
in service to humanity and therefore should have all been treated with the 
utmost dignity and respect but were instead grossly abused.   
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XXXIX. This is an attempt to now thoroughly clean house, not just cosmetically by 
mandates and new protocols provided by those guilty of causing the disruption 
in the first place, but by weeding out those responsible unfit to be Tribunal 
Judges and getting back to the Tribunal’s original ethos. To accomplish this, a 
set of clear directions are set out within the additional ‘Order’ document which 
accompanies this final Judgement with immediate effect.  

 
THE DETAILED FINAL JUDGEMENT 
 
This final Judgement is ‘factually’ based upon the evidence. Exhibited statements are 
copied verbatim directly from emails and highlighted in the colour red below 
summarised herein as follows:- 
 
BACKGROUND OF THE TRIBUNAL’S TWO CO-FOUNDERS Judge Lady 
Seven AND Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre 
 

1) ‘The Natural and Common Law Tribunal for Public Health and Justice’ 
was co-founded by Alfred Lambremont Webre and Judge Lady Seven on the 
26th day of March year 2020. 

 
BRIEF BACKGROUND ABOUT: Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre 

 
2) Judge Alfred Lambermont Webre is a legendary iconic figure, with a 

considerable celebrated historical background as an Attorney in Law, in the 
area of Public health and is a leading pioneer in the area Exo-politics.  

 
3) He founded the publication www.newsinsideout.com which provides cutting 

edge Geo political News uncovering hidden truths from around the world. 
  
4) Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre is described as a genius by Judge Lady 

Seven, and was considered one of her dearest friends before the infiltration by 
the corrupt individuals who later joined their Tribunal after it had been long 
established by the two friends. 

 
BRIEF BACKGROUND ABOUT: Judge Lady Seven 

 
5) Judge Lady Seven is a female British concepts innovator and musician who 

has spent the last 18 years in the world of Law in pursuit of justice. She fought 
and won an extremely large legal battle suing ten corrupt British corporations 
and individuals with international links and alliances to recover monies and 
stolen awards after the theft her world famous TV shows and productions. 
This is all detailed within: www.thefarrellreport.net 

 
6) Judge Lady Seven’s David and Goliath scale battle has resulted in her and 

members of her family becoming horrifically targeted and gang stalked over 
the last 18 years.  

 
7) Efforts to conceal lots of criminally minded individuals still illegally living 

lavishly off of her stolen IP estate,  has resulted in suspicious deaths, 
continuous abuse to cover up thefts of her awards and royalties, and attempts 
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to murder her. No stranger to deepstate infiltration, she has experienced this 
type of corruption before in all areas of her professional and private life. It is 
now suspected that those involved in her aforementioned previous horrific 
case, are also involved in orchestrating the Tribunals infiltration from the 
shadows. 

 
8) The evidence herein proves that the particularly venomous gas-lighting 

campaign directed at Judge Lady Seven, by Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre 
and his new executive administration of advisors is consistent with the horrific 
18 year long campaign of gang-stalking abuse she and her family have 
endured, and would go some way to explain why she was not given the 
emergency donations sent for her by the public.  

 
9) It is also telling that Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre set up his new 

executive administration team in March 2021 at the same time Judge Lady 
Seven was receiving death threats also in March 2021, with statements such as 
“you will be murdered in a horrific way very soon” and “I can’t wait until 
you die” sent to her right before she had to flee a attempted murder plot at the 
end of March 2021.  

 
10) The following three videos, illustrates the nasty game being played around 

Judge Lady Seven whereby even friends and her former partner have been 
roped in to the game of abuse. Disturbingly evidence herein proves Judge 
Alfred Lambremont Webre recent sudden corrupt actions against his fellow 
co-founder appears as a extension of the same criminal operation.   

 
a) Part 1 of abuse of Judge Lady Seven https://www.brighteon.com/f593d953-

5140-41b3-8068-3ad40ede4a3e 
b) Part 2 of abuse of Judge Lady Seven 

https://www.brighteon.com/b8802601-21b7-4916-a762-08942752d4a6 
c) Part 3 of abuse Judge Lady Seven https://www.brighteon.com/9355e544-

3b11-4fc5-b82a-da092ab4aaed 
 
11) It is also important to highlight that Judge Lady Seven raised the issue about 

protecting the safety of Tribunal Judges, especially after she escaped a murder 
plot herself and equally the sudden death of Sally Elkordy in November 2020 
was cause of concern, but Rima Liebow and Michael Zazzio told Judge Alfred 
Lambremont Webre that safety of Tribunal Judges was unimportant and they 
blocked Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre from further addressing the issue. 

 
THE SIX YEAR PEACEFUL CONNECTION BEFORE THE INFILTRATION 
OF THE TRIBUNAL 
 

12) The co-founders Judge Lady Seven and Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre 
began working together in 2015 and prior to the infiltration of the Tribunal, 
they shared a much cherished very respectful harmonious working relationship 
without any arguments or disputes whatsoever over the last six years. 
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BACKGROUND OF THE TRIBUNAL’S INFLITRATION 
 

13) The evidence proves that the interference of their professional working 
relationship and close friendship was definitely by design, engineered to break 
up their close alliance and their successful co-founding of the aforesaid 
‘Natural and Common Law Tribunal for Public Health and Justice’ which 
was rapidly growing in international status, recognition, power and influence 
on the international world stage at the time of the abrupt sudden disruptions.  

 
14) The evidence clearly proves that the sudden disturbance and severance of 

Judge Lady Seven and Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre’s previously six year 
great working relationship as co-founders came out of the blue, without any 
real justified legitimate reason. It was as a direct result of a web of deception 
and manipulative instructions given to Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre by 
the unelected individuals Rima Liebow, Michael Zazzio, and Ralph Fucetola 
who took control of the Tribunal after the creation of the ‘the Tribunal’s 
executive administration team’ Feb- March 2021. 

 
EVIDENCE OF PROOF THAT THERE WAS ONLY TWO CO-FOUNDERS 

 
15) The proof that ‘The Natural and Common Law Tribunal for Public Health 

and Justice’ was co-founded together by Judge Lady Seven and Judge Alfred 
Lambremont Webre is seen on the Tribunal’s first launch video which they 
made together on 26th March 2020 which subsequently went viral and was 
very well received internationally. This was followed by a series of following 
videos, panels and conferences marked as video exhibits A-1 A-2 and A-3 
https://youtu.be/pwSt2BMqxvw 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GiWVpUyc1oU 
https://youtu.be/QayirNrRrP0 

 
TRIBUNAL LAUNCH VIDEO ON 26TH MARCH 2020 WENT VIRAL 
WORLDWIDE 
 

16) ‘The Natural and Common Law Tribunal for Public Health and Justice’ 
launched a video on the 26th of March 2020 comprised of ‘FACT FINDING 
IN LAW’ which examined the evidence and testimonies of several leading 
expert’s who had all criticized and challenged the legitimacy of the Covid -19 
pandemic. This became the reason and foundation for Judge Lady Seven and 
Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre’s decision to create an international 
Tribunal to protect the global public. 

 
 

17) A series of videos, panels, conferences and Tribunal hearings featuring the co-
founders  Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre and Judge Lady Seven 
subsequently followed and continued into 2021 until the infiltration and 
destruction of their relationship by April–May 2021. 

 
18) Both Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre and Lady Seven worked around the 

clock to get the Tribunal up and running. They both researched laws and 
treaties that had been violated and got to work gathering evidence. Judge Lady 
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Seven supplied Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre with an endless stream of up 
to date evidence daily to build the case for the Covid 19 indictments hearings. 

 
19) Judge Lady Seven also made a series of video’s alone promoting the Tribunal 

as well as arranged regular panels, arranged and chaired press conferences, 
arranged live radio shows for them both to give talks together on a variety of 
different platforms internationally which they did together regularly as well as 
made appearances individually specifically to get the Tribunal public 
recognition. This proved successful. 

 
TRIBUNAL CO-FOUNDERS BOTH PROVIDE TESTIMONIES ON ITNJ 
PLATFORM APRIL 2020  
 

20) In April 2020, the two co-founding Judge’s Lady Seven and Alfred 
Lambremont Webre had both provided oral testimonies seated at a hearing 
arranged by the ITNJ (International Tribunal for Natural Justice). ITNJ Video 
is marked as exhibit A-4 https://youtu.be/5t87hIlnstE this is another well 
established and globally recognised international Tribunal founded by Sacha 
Stone. This particular hearing video was in part three of the ITNJ’s successful 
series of hearings entitled the ‘Weaponization of the Biosphere’  

 
21) This video also went viral and had recognized both Judge Alfred Lambremont 

Webre and Judge Lady Seven as the only two joint co-founders of ‘The 
Natural and Common Law Tribunal for Public Health and Justice’ because 
at this stage ‘nobody else’ was involved besides Judge Alfred Lambremont 
Webre and Judge Lady Seven. It remained just the two of them until they 
invited other professional Judges to participate in hearings November 2020. 
https://youtu.be/5t87hIlnstE 

 
THE CO-FOUNDERS WORKED TOGETHER SIX YEARS WITHOUT ANY 
DISAGREEMENTS OR DISPUTES  
 

22) Their six year working relationship was always positive, respectful and 
harmonious and without any third parties disruptions whatsoever.  The 
problems all came as a result of the Tribunals success and co-founders Alfred 
Lambremont Webre and Lady Seven deciding that they should organise a 
Tribunal hearing and invite other Judges much later in November 2020 

 
PROBLEMS BEGAN WHEN INFILTRATORS JOINED THE TRIBUNAL 
FOR HEARINGS NOVEMBER 2020 
 

23) The two independently contacted several professionals and experts to become 
fellow Judges. Initially 32 Judges in total were called to be seated as Tribunal 
Judges from around the world.   

 
FIRST OFFICIAL TRIBUNAL HEARING 15TH NOVEMBER 2020 
 

24) The Tribunal’s indictment hearings were published on the website 
www.peaceinspace.org controlled by Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre. Their 
first international Tribunal hearing commenced on the 15th November 2020 
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via Zoom whereby Judges from around the world were seated together on a 
Zoom panel. Each provided oral testimonies pertaining to their professional 
background, area of expertise and the reasons why they were also concerned 
for the Public’s Health and Safety in respect of the violations to various Codes 
and Treaties around Covid 19. 

 
SUDDEN TRAGIC DEATH OF TRIBUNAL JUDGE EXPERT Sally Elkordy 
22nd November 2020 
 

25) On the 22nd November 2020, one of the Tribunal’s key expert vaccine 
witnesses named Sally Elkordy died suddenly, just days before she was to give 
the Tribunal her testimony as a vaccine expert.  This was extremely sad 
shocking news that took the Tribunal Judges by surprise. It was unclear as to 
what actually happened to her as all accounts proved she appeared healthy just 
days beforehand. 

 
SECOND OFFICIAL TRIBUNAL INDICTMENT HEARING HELD ON 29TH 
NOVEMBER 2020 
 

26) On the 29th November 2020 all the 31 remaining Judges were called to provide 
votes for a large list of indictments for Crimes Against Humanity, specifically 
in respect of criminal violations behind Covid 19. 

 
27) In December 2020 the co-founding Judge Lady Seven had to take emergency 

leave due to the sudden deaths of her close friend’s relative and then 
subsequently her own aunt. She spent the holiday period between Xmas and 
New Year in prayer and remembrance of those passed  

 
EXPERT TRIBUNAL JUDGE RESIGNS AFTER FINDING EXPLICT 
IMAGES OF NAKED WOMEN ON MAGNUS OLSON WEBSITE 4th 
December 2021 
 

28) The much valued brilliant 5G expert Tribunal Judge Lena Pu was concerned 
about Chief Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre bringing in of new Judges 
without vetting and doing the necessary due diligence.  

29) As a man of senior age Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre was automatically 
given the respect to make Tribunal decisions which has since proved 
disastrous due to his having poor discernment, not conducting the necessary 
due diligence, his lacking leadership skills, having poor Judgement and being 
far too easily manipulated.  

 
30) Tribunal Judge Lena Pu raised the issue of Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre 

bringing in Sacha Stone on the list of Judges without her or any other Tribunal 
Judges having been formally officially informed beforehand 

 
31) Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre said he had been consulting with Sacha 

Stone well before the hearings and that Sacha Stone was already on the list of 
Tribunal Judges but he could not always attend conferences due to time 
difference of his country of location.  To help clarify the matter Judge Lady 
Seven called in Tribunal Judges Michelle Young and Clyde Harris to speak 
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with Lena Pu as Tribunal Judge Michelle Young had had a personal friendship 
with Sacha Stone for many years and confirmed he was a good person and that 
there was no cause for concern and the matter was resolved. 

 
32)  Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre continued to bring in new Judges without 

first consulting with all other Tribunal Judges and consequently Lena Pu felt 
forced to resign after requesting that Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre change 
his decision to bring in Magnus Olson as a Tribunal Judge after finding 
explicit images of women on Magnus Olson’s social media page.  

 
33) Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre denied Lena Pu’s request in favour of 

installing Magnus Olson who subsequently never showed up to contribute 
anything to the regular meetings. Causing the Tribunal to lose 5G expert Lena 
Pu who came with a wealth of knowledge, experience and expertise. This was 
possibly also engineered by design. 

 
34) It’s important to also note that there was another Tribunal set up for Targeted 

individuals (T.I’s) run by Michael Zazzio, Magnus Olson and others. This 
Tribunal completely crashed before it even properly got up and running. This 
should have been seen as an automatic red flag but was ignored by Judge 
Alfred Lambremont Webre and he still allowed Michael Zazzio to transition 
directly from his own failed collapsed Tribunal, into forming a new executive 
administration team without first gaining approval of the co-founder Judge 
Lady Seven or any other Judges. 

 
35) Here Entered into the record: Email evidence is copied verbatim and is 

marked as exhibit (B-1) from expert Tribunal Judge Lena Pu on 
December 4th 2020 

 
DAMNING EMAIL STATEMENT OF: Tribunal Judge Lena Pu to Judge 
Alfred Lambremont Webre 
 

a) Alfred, I am not sure what the intent is finding a TI, or a post TI, 
but whatever the case is, this is NOT reflecting the kind of 
character and judge I want to be associated with.   

b) Did you even vet him out before choosing?  The YT icon on his 
website is of a naked woman which led me to check out his YT 
channel which is filled with ONLY pictures of naked to near 
naked women, a hoarders fest.  He's not interested in saving 
mankind.  Did you even vet him out AT ALL?! 

 
c) Even if he removes the photos, his character already raises flags 

for anyone who wishes to move ahead with this group tackling the 
most serious world issues such as human and sex trafficking, sex 
slaves, child abuse, pornography, child sacrifice, etc etc. ALL of 
our actions acting as judges especially REQUIRES all those 
character traits WITHOUT QUESTION the HIGHEST moral level of 
character, intentions, willpower, and purity.  
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d) The third issue equally important is this - all over both his 
websites discuss how the UN is working on investigating and 
solving the TI problems all over the world.  Are you serious?  We 
are the most well informed group of investigators, and we KNOW 
about the UN.  They are the ones (the biggest clubhouse of them) 
who are behind the whole IoT AI transhumanist movement and so 
much more! Regretfully, I will be stepping down as Tribunal judge. 
Lena 

 
e) Here Entered into the record: Evidence of emailed  response from Judge 

Alfred Lambremont Webre’s to expert Tribunal Judge Lena Pu and is 
marked as exhibit (B-2) on December 4th 2020 

 
DAMING EMAIL STATEMENT OF: Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre to 
Tribunal Judge Lena Pu December 4th 2020 
 

f) Judge Lena Pu Hi! Magnus Olsson, whose Coalition I have 

proudly been a member of for more than a Decade, was savagely 
struck down 3 years ago with a military grade DEW directed 
energy weapon that broke key vertebra in his neck and back, and 
left him bedridden and unable to walk for the last 3 years. 
Following a series of operations in which innovative titanium 
components replaced the damaged vertebrae of his neck and 

back, Magnus Olsson, learned how to walk again with the devoted 
assistance of his domestic partner who is a talented woman who 
organized many international conferences in Warsaw at which 
world luminaries on DEW directed energy weapons and the Rule 
of Law spoke including myself. These are the same DEW that 
were used to assassinate Judge Sallie Elkordy a Key Judge  on 
this Tribunal on November 22, 2020. 

 
g) When the U.N. Rapporteur on Torture Nils Melcher for the first 

time in history recognized Torture of civilians by remote directed 
energy weapons in violation of many standards of International 
Law, Magnus Olsson was chosen to speak at the United Nations 
as an expert on the subject. 

 
h) Within days of Magnus being so chosen by the UN, he was 

savagely attacked again by DEW directed energy weapons in 
paralyzing daily attacks by the Deep State, the same entity behind 
the Genocidal Technologies Pandemic. Despite this pain, Magnus 
Olsson was able to break through the unbearable pain barrier and 
attend the UN Rapporteur on Torture Conference and Testify on 
the unlawful use of remote DEW directed energy weapons against 
civilians.  

 
i) You Tube is a Big Tech entity that is a convicted Defendant by 

this Tribunal as a Perpetrator of the Genocidal Technologies 
Pandemic whose CEO has been sentenced by this Tribunal to 10 
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years imprisonment without Parole. I can personally attest that 
about a week prior to the November 3, 2020 Election, YouTube 
shut down my own Channel with 62,000 subscribers in an act of 
preemptive censorship.  

 
j) What you have brought in as an Exhibit Below as “Magnus Olsson’s 

You Tube Channel is not a YouTube Channel that Magnus Olsson 
has been able to access and control during his painful bedridden 
3 year period. That Exhibit that you attach below as controlled by Judge 
Magnus Olsson is in fact a You Tube Channel that is a Disinformation 
Fabrication by the Defendant Deep State You Tube itself setting out to discredit 
a magnificent champion of human freedom from remote DEW Torture, namely 
Judge Magnus Olsson 

 
k) Your resignation as a Tribunal Judge is gratefully and 

immediately accepted without appeal. Whatever your talents 
elsewhere, you have exhibited a profound lack of Evidentiary 
discernment in your evaluation of Judge Magnus Olsson. 
Moreover your systematic tardiness in submitting Evidence, 
which still has not been submitted, and your unlawful attempt to 
unilaterally withdrawal the Notice of Liability from the Tribunal 
Indictment after both documents had been (1) voted on and 
approved by the full Tribunal of Judges, and (2) served in 
substituted service upon Named Defendants in the Indictment 
betrays an appalling lack of understanding of the basic principles 
of a Natural and Common Law Tribunal. Very Truly Yours,Alfred 
Lambremont Webre  Founding Tribunal Judge December 4, 2020 

 
l) Here Entered into the Record: Evidence of  a further emailed response 

copied verbatim  from Lena Pu to Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre 
marked as exhibit (B-3) stated as follows:- 

 
 
 
 
DAMING EMAIL STATEMENT OF: Tribunal Judge Lena Pu to Tribunal 
Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre 
 

m) That icon Magnus uses is found on his own website for access to 
his YouTube channel.  If it were compromised, he can easily set 
up a new account under a different name to rid himself of the icon 
and links.  There is no excuse he can't fix the problem - then there 
should be some statement of disclaimer.  If he knows how to run a 
website or two, then he knows how to get around the settings - 
there is no excuse. And then there are his ties to the UN....... 

n) Those two websites I accessed are the websites that Alfred were 
given by Magnus himself 

 
36) None of the information or evidence provided by expert Tribunal Judge Lena      
Pu was followed up by Judge Lambremont Webre and was not brought to the 
attention of any other Tribunal Judge for further investigation either. Judge Alfred 
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Lambremont Webre’s decision was later challenged by Judge Lady Seven because 
this all happened while she was away dealing with bereavement at the time, so 
was unaware of the situation until her return.  She was aware that Judge Alfred 
Lambremont Webre had previously had a long standing professional relationship 
with Magnus Olson, so thought that there was a mistake of how the explicit 
images of women got on Magnus’s social media pages as Judge Alfred 
Lambremont Webre had suggested, but was very sad to discover Lena Pu was 
gone. Judge Lady Seven trusted Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre as Chief Judge 
until further inquiries proved something was very wrong and could not be ignored 
any longer. 

 
EXPERT TRIBUNAL JUDGE DR Leo Rebello UNJUSTLY REMOVED 
WITHOUT DUE PROCESS AFTER FLAGGING UP MANIPULATION AND 
CORRUPTION JANUARY 2021 
 

37) By January 2021, Judge Lady Seven returned to be informed by another 
Tribunal Judge about in fighting and complaints brought by one of the 
Tribunal’s highly globally respected Judges from India named Dr Leo 
Rebello. Tribunal Judge Dr Rebello made a serious complaint about 
‘manipulation and corrupt practices’ that he stated were being instigated by 
Rima Leibow. 

 
38) In respect of Tribunal Judge Dr Leo Rebello’s complaints, there was no 

official internal inquiry or internal investigation or follow up in respect of 
manipulation and corruption being instigated by Rima Liebow. He was simply 
unceremoniously terminated as a Tribunal Judge and all Tribunal Judges were 
informed to block any further direct communication from Dr Rebello. 

 
39) In January 2021 Judge Lady Seven suggested that there should be a regular 

weekly or fortnightly meeting with all Tribunal Judges to regularly attend to 
discuss the Tribunal’s progress. This was agreed by the fellow Judges and 
regular weekly/fortnightly meetings commenced from then onwards 
subsequently called ‘ Tribunal enforcement meetings’  

 
TRIBUNAL JUDGE DR Rebello CORRUPTION COMPLAINT IGNORED  
 

40) In one of these first Tribunal follow up progress/enforcement meetings, Judge 
Lady Seven raised the issue in regards to Dr Leo Rebello’s complaints after 
being shocked to read a long email thread of the complaints about Rima 
Liebow trying to block and censor him submitting his evidence using corrupt 
manipulative unethical practices which Dr Rebello complained was being 
unduly allowed and facilitated by Judge Alfred Lambermont Webre.  

 
EVIDENCE OF REMOVED TRIBUNAL JUDGE DR Leo Rebello FLAGGING 
UP MANIPULATION AND CORRUPTION BEING INSTIGATED BY Rima 
Liebow JANUARY 2021 
 
 
DAMNING EMAIL STATEMENT OF:  Tribunal Judge Dr Leo Rebello to all 
Tribunal Judges 
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41) Here Entered into the Record : is email from Dr Leo Rebello copied 

verbatim dated 6th February 2021 marked as exhibit (C-1) 
 

a) “FINAL SAY ON CORRUPT ALFRED LABREMONT WEBRE FOR HIS & 
RIMA LIEBOW'S REMOVAL. 

 
b) ATTENTION ALL YE GOOD JUDGES IN THIS GROUP DO STAND UP & 

RIGHT THE WRONG. REMOVE ALFRED AS FOUNDER JUDGE, & RIMA 
LIEBOW FOR MANIPULATIONS, CORRUPT PRACTICES, FALSIFYING 
RECORDS & DICTATORSHIP. 

 
c) IF NECESSARY, THOSE WHO THINK THIS MAN SHOULD 

BE PROSECUTED BY THE APPROPRIATE AUTHORITIES IN 
TORONTO, MAY DO SO, BEFORE FURTHER DAMAGE IS 
DONE BY THIS DOPE - fool, idiot, halfwit, dunce, buffoon, 
blockhead, nincompoop and/or possibly dopamine addict. 

 
d) THIS IS MY FINAL SAY IN THIS REGARD. 

Good Judges in this Group may keep in touch individually. 
Corrupt, Ignorant, Unfit, Idiot Judges like Rima Laibow, and 
Alfred, and their cronies do NOT write. You will be 
automatically sent to trash. Dr. Leo Rebello” 

 
DAMING EMAIL STATEMENT OF: Tribunal Judge Dr Leo Rebello to all 
Tribunal Judges:- 

 
42) Here Entered into the Record: is Tribunal Judge Dr Leo Rebello’s email 

copied verbatim marked as exhibit (C-2)   
 

a) “Here is what other judges think of you: You are a cretin, 
dishonest, corrupt, senile, manipulator, liar, physically, 
mentally and spiritually unfit to continue as the Judge of the 
International Tribunal. 

 
b) You should resign. Or apologise to me and others, remove 

Rima LieBow, upload my Operative Judgement to save your 
reputation, if any. 

 
c) Those who have left you have not made their exchanges 

public, for it is not good to wash the dirty linen in public as it 
would nullify the hard work put in by those who are continuing 
and those who have left you because of your dictatorial nature 
and manipulations. To err is human but to rise after a fall is 
manly and glorious”. Best wishes for your sanity. Dr. Leo 
Rebello 

 

REMOVED DIRECTLY AFTER EXPOSING THE MAINIPULATION AND 
CORRUPTION OF: Rima Liebow 
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43) Following the exhibited email, Tribunal Judge Dr Leo Rebello was abruptly 
removed as a Tribunal Judge, without any official internal inquiry, 
investigation or lawful due process. None of the 30 plus active remaining 
Tribunal Judges had the official opportunity to ascertain whether Dr Rebello’s 
complaints had any validity or whether he himself had done anything that 
justified the immediate termination as an active Tribunal Judge.  

 
NO WARNINGS GIVEN JUST ABRUPT IMMEDIATE TERMINATION  
 

44) Of equal concern was the fact that there was no warning given to him either. 
There was no opportunity for Tribunal Judge Dr Rebello to defend himself in 
an official capacity or have any further say or even a three strike warning 
whatsoever. Dr Rebello, like all the following systematically picked off then 
terminated Judges, was also removed byway of an email dismissing him. This 
was deemed to be Lawful and that was the end of the matter. 

 
JUDGE Lady Seven RAISED DR Rebello’s COMPLAINT AND 
TERMINATION WITHIN A TRIBUNAL MEETING AND WAS TOLD DR 
Rebello WAS ‘MENTALLY CHALLENGED’ 
 

45) Judge Lady Seven concerned by complaints of manipulation and corruption 
being instigated by Rima Liebow and discovering that Dr Leo Rebello’s 
appointment was terminated as a Judge as a result of calling out the corruption 
in the above email evidence marked as exhibits (C-1 and C-2) There also was 
deep concern for the very suggestion that Chief Tribunal Judge, fellow co–
founder and close friend Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre was also being 
called out for corruption too.  

 
46) Shocked to return from prayers to discover this was going on, Judge Lady 

Seven sent an email to Judge Leo Rebello and immediately raised the issue to 
be addressed at a Tribunal meeting.  

 
 
 

47) When Judge Lady Seven raised the issue during a Tribunal meeting she was 
told that Tribunal Judge Dr Leo Rebello ‘had mental issues’ saying that he 
was someone that was ‘mentally challenged’ and that there was nothing 
anyone could do to help him and told to immediately drop the situation.  

 
48) However, upon later investigations of emails from those who read Dr 

Rebello’s work and submissions to the Tribunal, it became clear that Dr 
Rebello far from being ‘mentally challenged’  as he was being falsely 
defamed and slandered to be perceived to be. In reality Dr Leo Rebello was 
actually highly respected and heralded as someone providing important 
‘brilliant’ work.  

 
49) Find entered into the Record: emails from John Hall regarding Tribunal 

Judge Dr Leo Rebello’s excellent work is copied verbatim as evidence and 
marked as exhibit (C-3) and reads as follows:-   
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EMAIL STATEMENT OF: John Hall to Tribunal Judge Dr Leo Rebello 
 

a) Dear Leo Thank you for your love, vast knowledge, hard 
work, and bravery, and for sharing my emails and others' 
emails and for keeping the conversation open and 
accountable. 

 
b) It is only 100% Truth and 100% fact which will win in the 

end, and save the planet and the soul of backward mankind. 
 

c) Blessings and respect to you and to all those who work 
tirelessly for Peace for all life. John Hall 

 
 

50) Here Entered into the Record: evidence of another email  copied verbatim 
from John Hall to Tribunal  Dr Rebello exhibit marked as exhibit (C-4)  

 

 
EMAIL STATEMENT OF: John Hall to Tribunal Judge Dr Leo Rebello 

 

a) Dear Leo, I will share everywhere 
 
b) Your writings are brilliant, and cover everything so thoroughly. 

Well done, and thank you! 
 

c) Thank you for adding the paragraph on page 5, quoting from my 
writing. Only Bravery, Love, and Truth will win in the end. 

 
d) We will pray for the awakening of the hearts and minds of man. 

 
e) “All meaningful and lasting change starts in the mind” 

Albert Einstein- The mental revolution has already begun. 
Through visualisation, we can create the future. 
Imagination, words, and thoughts, are very powerful. 

 
f) “All truth passes through three stages. 

First, it is ridiculed. 
Second, it is violently opposed. 
Third, it is accepted as being self-evident” 
Arthur Schopenhauer 

 
g) “First they ignore you, then they laugh at you, then they fight you, 

then you win” 
Mohandas K. Gandhi said it about the importance of persistence 
in activism 

 
h) “In the beginning of a change the patriot is a scarce man, and 

brave, and hated and scorned. When his cause succeeds, the timid 
join him, for then it costs nothing to be a patriot” 
Mark Twain 
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i) “These are times that try men’s Souls. The summer soldier and the 
sunshine patriot will, in this crisis, shrink from the service of his 
own country; but he that stands it now, deserves the love and 
thanks of man and woman. Tyranny, like hell, is not easily 
conquered …” 
Thomas Paine 

 
j) "As we align our human law with the Natural and Sacred Law of 

the Universe, (just in the mind and heart and powerful 
imagination at first), changes will be brought about. As above, so 
below" 

 
k) "The Law of Karma is above all other Laws in the Universe" 

 
Love and Blessings, John  

 
51) Here Entered into the Record: is a email from Tribunal Judge Dr Betty to 

Tribunal Judge Dr Leo Rebello copied verbatim marked as exhibit  (C-5) 
 
DAMNING EMAIL STATEMENT OF: Tribunal Judge Dr Betty to Tribunal 
Judge Dr Leo  Rebello 

 

a) “This is what Betty wrote to me. 
I sent it to Alfred in Canada and they censored it, you know didn't 
like what I was saying.  If I have to mail it to everyone on the list I 
will.  Somebody has got to stop these demons.  They are trying to stop 
everything you say.  Just le me know if you get it and I'll send it also 
to some others. Next time you call I'll tell you about the 
attorney. Betty” 

 
52) In respect of Tribunal Judge Dr Leo Rebello’s removal, his emailed exhibits 

proved that his work indeed had merit so why was he being censored by Rima 
Liebow and Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre needs explanation.  

53) Even Tribunal Judge Betty confirmed that Dr Leo Rebello was ‘being 
censored’ and therefore was entitled to have an internal inquiry to get to the 
root of what was really going on. However, instead Dr Rebello like others was 
unlawfully removed. On top of that, he was defamed and maliciously 
slandered as being ‘mentally challenged’ as a mechanism to stop people from 
recognising his well respected work and credibility. A pattern also employed 
to falsely smear and discredit other forcibly removed Tribunal Judges byway 
of deception 

 
54) The incident of Rima Liebow fighting via email with Dr Rebello did not go 

unnoticed by fellow Judges around the world who had given their time, and 
professional credentials towards the Tribunal and obviously did not want to 
become embroiled in this very messy uncomfortable situation. It appears after 
this, many of the international Judge’s were reluctant to attend further 
Tribunal meetings. It was often only because of Judge Lady Seven requesting 
for their return that they would show up at all. 
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55) This situation should have given rise to see the need to address complaints 
within a fair process, with all the Judges listening to the complaint then casting 
a vote before taking sides and unjustly allowing Judge Alfred Lambremont 
Webre to solely make decisions to remove honourable Judges. But despite 
Judge Lady Seven raising the issue, it was not acted upon. 

 
56) There was an unwarranted bias and favouritism towards Dr Rima Liebow 

despite serious complaints of her always being the one secretly behind 
Tribunal Judge’s removals. According to Dr Leo Rebello, he suggested that 
Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre always took the side of Rima Liebow 
because she was ‘his girlfriend’. Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre is a 
married man and extra marital private life is clearly his own business. 
However if he has been allowing professional people to be falsely defamed 
and slandered at the request of Rima Liebow because she secretly is/was ‘his 
girlfriend’ as Dr Leo Rebello has suggested, that is serious corruption.  

 
57) Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre must provide a sworn written testimony by 

of affidavit explaining the real nature of his relationship with Rima Liebow 
particularly as she has been flagged up as a deepstate operative. He must 
explain on what grounds did he justify censorship and removing of Dr Rebello 
and the multiple other Tribunal Judges at Rima Liebow’s request? Judge 
Alfred Lambremont Webre must now explain why he did this within a sworn 
Affidavit under penalty of perjury. This direction is set out within the 
accompanying Order along side this final Judgement. 

 
58) Here Entered into the Record:- find exhibited emailed evidence copied 

verbatim for the purpose of the investigation 27th April 2021 marked as 
exhibit ( C-6) which states as follows:- 

 
 
 
DAMNING EMAILED STATEMENT OF: Tribunal Judge Dr Leo 
Rebello to Tribunal co-founder Judge Lady Seven 
 

a) THANK YOU 'SEVEN' FOR YOUR LETTER BELOW. 
It is Alfred and his 'girl friend' (Rima Laibow - a rich widow who was 
trying to hook me flaunting her big boobs) who ganged up to remove 
me. 

 
b) So, I suspended both of them too. And notified all concerned about 

corrupt practices in the organisation. Many others were also removed 
by Alfred Lambremont Webre unilaterally, or left as a result. I do not 
know whether the so-called Tribunal (one man organisation) still 
exists or not. 

 
c) That was in November 2020. Before leaving I wrote the operative 

judgement. I am enclosing the copy for your perusal and necessary 
action. 
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d) See other emails being forwarded without prejudice for your 
information and follow up if any. Keep in touch. Namastey 
LEO 

 
a) Dear Seven -- You had established a similar 

Tribunal/Court in England some years ago. 
Is it still functioning?  

 
b) You may take me on that and we can make Webre 

and Laibow defunct. 
 
c) Do this before they do further damage to our 

movement. We can also work with the World 
Court. Talk to me in this regard. Best, Dr. Leo Rebello 

 
59) Former removed highly respected expert Tribunal Judge Dr Leo 

Rebello was asked to confirm whether he was suggesting that Judge 
Alfred Lambremont Webre was removing Tribunal Judges because 
he is having a romantic relationship with Rima Liebow so has been 
defamaming and removing Judges on her behalf  

 
60) Here Entered into the Record: email of correspondence copied 

verbatim wherby Judge Lady Seven (JLS) question’s is 
highlighted in red and Dr Leo Rebello (DLR) is highlighted in 
blue marked as exhibit (C-7) states as follows:-  

 
 
 
DAMING EMAIL STATEMENT OF: Tribunal Judge Dr Leo Rebello 
responding to Judge Lady Seven 

 
a) Greetings Dr Rebello, apologies for late reply, but I have just moved 

into a new place and have had tons of things to sort out to settle in 
fully and after I finished I fell asleep.  Thank you for your reply. 

 
b) JLS: Are you suggesting that Alfred and Rima have something 

going on in a relationship capacity? DLR: APPEARS SO. 
 

c) JLS:- Exactly as you say, we have also been removed on 
behalf of Rima ... who is most definitely behind all of the unjust 
removal of Judges.. 
DLR:- SO, IT IS OBVIOUS THEY WORK IN CAHOOT IN BED. 

 
d) JLS:- I am actually the co founder and Alfred is sadly being 

manipulated to turn against and remove each one of us... The 
tribunal thus has been infiltrated by a small team who are 
adversely influencing Alfred to remove all the good 
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people.. DLR:- AS CO-FOUNDER YOU CAN REMOVE HIM BY 
FIRST SERVING A NOTICE AND PUBLICLY WITHDRAWING 
HIS IDENTITY CARD ATTACHED, ON WHICH YOUR 
SIGNATURE APPEARS. 

 
e) JLS:- Do you have the name of other Tribunal Judges this has 

also happened to? DLR:- Friend INGRI CASSEL of 
VACLIB was unceremoniously removed likewise. 

 
f) JLS:- Would you be able to give a recorded testimony of what 

happened to you please. DLR:- IT IS ALL THERE ON RECORD 
IN WRITING. 

 
g) JLS- As the co founder, I am seeing if we can salvage our 

efforts to create a fair and just tribunal without the corrupt 
infiltrators who clearly intended to destroy it from the 
outset.DLR:- IF THAT HAPPENS, APPOINT ME THE CHIEF 
JUDGE AND LET WEBRE CONTINUE AS THE REGISTRAR OF 
THE COURT FOR ADMINISTRATIVE WORK. BUT 
RIMA LIEBOW MUST BE THROWN OUT WITH PUBLIC 
WARNING. 

 
h) JLS:- I have worked with Alfred for 6 years and have seen him 

behave this way, he was truly a lovely man, without a doubt 
something corrupt is going on here.. which we wish to get to 
the root of..DLR:- I AGREE WITH YOU. 
 
JLS:- So your insight and wisdom into what actually happened 
resulting in your removal would be very enlightening. DLR:-
RIMA LAIBOW THE CAUSE SHOULD BE REMOVED 
FORTHWITH WITH PUBLIC NOTICE. 

 
i) JLS:- Please do not send your communications we/me to any 

of the other Judges, as many have left or been removed 
unjustly with Rima at the center like us.. 
DLR:- NOTED. 

 
j) JLS:- Let me know when  you can do a interview.. DLR:-

INTERVIEW WITH WHOM, ON WHICH SUBJECT? IF IT IS ON 
CORONA PLANDEMIC OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER, ON 
WHICH I WROTE THE OPERATIVE ORDER [WHICH I HAVE 
SENT TO YOU] INDEED YES... Best Regards, Dr. Leo Rebello 

 
61)  If Judge Alfred is making bias unfair and unlawful decisions that lead to the 

termination and slander of perfectly good honourable Tribunal Judges because 
he is romantically involved with Rima Liebow this is gross corruption. The 
same thing has happened far too many times now to just be a mistake 

 
62) It is therefore required that for the purpose of transparency, resolution and 

healing, that Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre provide a full warts and all 
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honest confessional testimony (however embarrassing) of absolutely 
everything he was misled, lied about and manipulated into doing by the 
corrupt Tribunal executive administration team and anyone else. 

 
63) Honesty and Transparency now, will assist the remaining Tribunal Judges in 

learning the full true extent of the damage now done to the credibility of the 
Tribunal in order to make the necessary corrections to properly remedy this 
situation.  

 
64) As the famous quote states “Mistakes happen, but the problem arises from not 

correcting the mistakes. Covering up what has factually gone on, only serves 
to make matters even worse and undo all the great hard work all the Tribunal 
Judges have put in to make the Tribunal globally recognised.   

 
UNLAWFUL REMOVAL OF ANOTHER VACCINE EXPERT TRIBUNAL 
JUDGE INGRI CASSELL 
 

65) Complaints about Judges being unfairly removed was also flagged up by 
another vaccine expert Tribunal Judge named Ingri Cassel. Ingri is yet another 
former Tribunal Judge also unlawfully removed byway of a emailed dismissal 
without any due process  

 
66)  Here Entered into the Record:- is evidence of a emailed from another 

removed Tribunal Judge Ingri Cassell copied verbatim that was sent to 
Dr Leo Rebello herein marked as exhibit (D-1) as states as follows:-  

 
DAMINING EMAIL STATEMENT OF: Tribunal Judge Ingri Cassell to 
Tribunal Judge Leo Rebello 
 

a) Dear Leo, You should probably know that I am no longer involved 
with the tribunal. I am sorry for involving you since it proved to be 
a problem with Alfred acting as a dictator by making decisions 
without consulting with the other judges (no conflict resolution 
attempted) and eliminating people without due process. There is a 
lot going on throughout our world. I truly believe that this Spring 
we will begin to see the light shine on all corners of the planet with 
the banksters and the rest of the cabal in prison or eliminated.  

 
b) Below is what I sent to Alfred and the rest of the members 

on January 13. Without the courtesy of a phone call or a 
discussion with me in any way, shape or form, I was 
immediately terminated. It is just as well. My vision for a 
wonderful future on our planet for all peoples will come to 
fruition. Helping manifest this reality with 1,000s of others 
through our worldwide meditations is raising the energy and 
frequency of our planet to a much higher state. This is 
MOST important in my mind. Namaste,~ingri 
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67) Here Entered into the Record: is a second email submitted from vaccine 
expert Tribunal Judge Ingri Cassell sent to ALL Tribunal Judges and is 
marked as exhibit (D-2)  

 
DAMING EMAIL STATEMENT OF: Tribunal Judge Ingri Cassell  6th April 
2021 
  

a) Dear Alfred et al, While I missed the last call due to my own schedule 
conflicting, there are a few items that have come up that I find 
disturbing.First, decisions are being made by you only and then 
the rest of our tribunal is strong armed into accepting your 
decision. I believe this started with Leo Rebello and has been a 
pattern since then. By the way, I reviewed all the EARLY emails 
between Rima and Leo and found Leo to not be unhinged at 
that time. We all know that Jewish Zionism with their rogue 
country of Israel and the home of the banking cabal is a 
problem. Being Jewish, as Rima is, has nothing to do with 
calling out Jewish Zionism. She is either a Zionist, or not.  

 
b) Problem, there was no open court via Zoom among our judges 

for both Rima and Leo to state their case and for all judges to 
make a clear decision regarding resolution. Second, we now 
have this statement:The Peaceinspace.org Tribunal reserves 
its full rights to bring civil and criminal legal actions against 
Deryl Zeleny, self-alleged principal for the alleged Office of 
Military Settlement and Marianne Perz, Agent for the alleged 
Office of  Military Settlement for any damages done to 
the Peaceinspace.org Tribunal, its Tribunal Judges, and/or the 
integrity of its Judgments.Who made this decision? I have 
talked to Marianne at length and there is clearly more to the 
story of her involvement in our Tribunal and her working 
relationship with Deryl Zeleny. We have a Zoom call this 
Sunday.  

 
c) Why not have Marianne defend herself and Deryl on this call? I 

cannot in good conscience be a judge when decisions are 
being made by you prematurely and without the approval of 
the other judges. Third, most of us would prefer to see 
documents with our name on it BEFORE they are sent via 
certified mail return receipt. It is wise to have a second and 
third pair of eyes on any legal documents being mailed in our 
name. Without this wise check and balance, I am VERY 
uncomfortable being a judge on this Tribunal. It is clear based 
on the above aforementioned situations, we need to have very 
clear rules of engagement.In the Spirit of Truth,  

 
CONSISTANCIES OF BOTH REMOVED TRIBUNAL JUDGE’S Dr Leo 
Rebello and Ingri Cassell’s ACCOUNTS 
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68) There are clear consistencies in both instances of Judge’s Dr Rebello and 
Ingri’s Cassell’s removals. They both flagged up Rima Liebow being a person 
of serious concern. However, once again Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre, 
automatically took the side of Rima Liebow without seeking counsel of co-
founder Judge Lady Seven, or seeking an internal inquiry or elected vote from 
any other Tribunal Judges investigating the serious issues complained of. Such 
a practice is clearly unduly bias and thus one-sided. 

 
 

69) Each situation of the unlawful systematic removal of Tribunal Judges named 
Rima Liebow as being at the core centre of the complaint. This warranted an 
immediate urgent internal inquiry and investigation. However this too was 
overlooked resulting in Rima Liebow being able to rise in Tribunal ranks and 
subsequently form the Tribunal’s executive administration team with Michael 
Zazzio (someone who had just directly come from another destroyed Tribunal) 
which served to adversely influence Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre to 
unjustly systematically remove one Judge after another based entirely upon 
fabricating a multitude of deceptions in succession. 

 

70) It is entirely unjust to expect Tribunal Judges to give their time, energy and 
expertise and not be afforded their right of a fair hearing when valid 
complaints arise. It is deeply hypocritical for an organization that supposedly 
was specifically formed address issues of injustice, to be depriving justice 
from its very own Tribunal Judges.   

 

 
MALICIOUS SLANDER, DEFAMATION AND LIBEL TO UNLAWFULLY 
REMOVE TRIBUNAL CO-FOUNDER Judge Lady Seven 
 
 

71) Although Judge Lady Seven as a co-founder of the Tribunal is of equal 
authority to Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre, and should have always been 
consulted whenever any Tribunal decisions were being made. She was not.  

 
72) Not only was Judge Lady Seven not consulted for her approval as co-

authority, she was consistently undermined and deemed to not only not have 
authority, rights to be respected or having any value as a co-founder. Instead 
her immense contribution getting the Tribunal off the ground and known 
internationally was shockingly was viewed as “inferior” and of “no 
importance”.  

 
73) As soon as the Tribunal was internationally recognised, in April 2021 Judge 

Lady Seven was also subsequently given marching orders in the form of yet 
another highly insulting deceitful termination email.  

 
Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre’s ARGUMENT WITH Kemet Imani 
MANIPULATED TO ABUSE AND UNJUSTLY REMOVE Judge Lady Seven 

 
74) Here Entered into the Record: evidence of the insulting email sent to 

Judge Lady Seven to falsely defame, slander and remove her as Judge 
and co-founder dated 14th April 2021 marked as exhibit (E-1)  
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75) Note this email was received after she had stayed up all through the night 
again making yet another promotional Tribunal Video marked as exhibit 
(E-2) Video of Judge Lady Seven interviewing the indigenous Tribesman 
from Island of St Vincent after Volcanic eruption for the Tribunal  

76) https://www.brighteon.com/53d2ea1a-6350-467e-96fa-5fe3b04ea479 
 

DAMNING EMAIL STATEMENT OF: Alfred Lambremont Webre to remove 
Judge Lady Seven 14th April 2021 

a) Dear Seven, 
I regret to inform you that because of your repeated pattern of 
unacceptable, unproductive, and negative behaviours undermining the 
authority, effectiveness, and efficient function of this Tribunal of 
Conscience, you are hereby irrevocably terminated as a Judge on the 
Natural and Common Law Tribunal for Public Health and Justice. 
 
 

b) We thank you for your service and wish you well in your future activities. 
 
Sincerely, Alfred Lambremont Webre, JD, MEd, CERT Public Health 

            Natural and Common Law Tribunal for Public Health and Justice 

77) For the record find several videos made by Judge Lady Seven’s videos for the 
Tribunal which completely contradict the deceitful insulting statement above 
note this is just a small fraction of the work Judge Lady Seven to get the 
Tribunal on multiple different platforms and radio stations.  

 
a) Judge Lady Seven interviews fellow Tribunal co-founder Judge Alfred 

Lambremont Webre for Tribunal  marked as (E-2a) 
https://www.brighteon.com/41efc206-6bdc-4f4a-9017-5ff70120f8a6 

 
b) Judge Lady Seven interviews fellow Tribunal Judge Karen Holton for 

Tribunal marked as exhibit (E-
2b)https://www.brighteon.com/bca06449-2708-4a2d-a0d4-
b5fa4df52b77 

 
c) Judge Lady Seven makes video Thanking the public for their support 

and sending donations marked as exhibit (E-2c) (note she did not 
receive any money because all donations have been unlawfully kept 
from her by Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre) 
https://www.brighteon.com/35e8947a-7509-48a0-b66c-
68ff3c5857e8 

 
d) Judge Lady Seven interviews Rima Liebow for Tribunal marked as 

exhibit (E-2e) https://www.brighteon.com/c654b0fd-0721-40d7-8a24-
a381e4ca9445 

 
e) Judge Lady Seven interviews Tribunal Judge Jmuphy Masters for 

Tribunal marked as exhibit (E-2f)  
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https://www.brighteon.com/b521f6de-7dec-4f56-9bc7-
d20ac1c85e94 

 
f) Judge Lady Seven interviews Tribunal Judge’s John and Bonnie 

Mitchell for Tribunal marked as exhibit (E-2G) 
https://www.brighteon.com/6b4d1fae-846e-4a61-8814-
562ea66d2d71 

 
g) Judge Lady Seven gets public support for Tribunal marked as exhibit 

(E-2H) https://www.brighteon.com/56ddc169-6135-432e-b4f6-
a9389acdec36 

 
h) Judge Lady Seven provides the public with a Tribunal update marked 

as exhibit (E-2G) https://www.brighteon.com/b26c39e2-8cc6-4550-
b001-c0739b3b073b  

 
i) Judge Lady Seven helps with Don’t You Dare Campaign for Tribunal 

marked as exhibit (E-2I)https://www.brighteon.com/750d01e9-f858-
46aa-b712-8cf035c46b5b 

 
78) The particular email (marked as exhibit E-1) sent to remove Judge Lady Seven 

not only as a Tribunal Judge, but also as co-founder, deliberately contained an 
ambiguous statement, vindictively constructed to be intentionally insulting and 
mislead all recipients who had been carefully selected from around the world 
to be copied in, to believe that Judge Lady Seven had done something 
extremely bad. In reality she had done absolutely nothing. It was in-fact Judge 
Alfred Lambremont Webre who had lost control of his temper in yet another 
professional meeting, but this time it was with Kemet Imani (previously seated 
as a Tribunal Judge at the hearing on 15th November 2020) and she felt very 
upset and insulted. The evidence reveals that Judge Lady Seven was being 
bizarrely used as a sort of whipping boy to take the punishment for Judge 
Alfred Lambremont Webre’s bad behaviour during a professional meeting. 

 
79) Again, this was another obvious deceptive attempt to remove Judge Lady 

Seven’s enormous amount of work getting the Tribunal up and running 
internationally from the historical record. This too is another violation to be 
noted. 

 
80) It is also important to note that Kemet Imani was asked to attend the meeting 

specifically because she was involved in the St Vincent relief effort and also 
had her own family (mother and Sister) living in St Vincent where the volcano 
had erupted. With the help from her friend Gail, Kemet had put together 70 
barrels of food and clothing and shipped them off to help those stranded on the 
Island.  

 
81) It’s also important to stress that during the meeting Judge Alfred Lambremont 

Webre had no concern, compassion or sensitivity for the huge amount of stress 
Kemet Imani was personally dealing with. Instead the emphasis of concern 
became about Kemet Imani not agreeing with Judge Alfred Lambremont 
Webre on how Prince Phillip had died. Instead the emergency crisis meeting 
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arranged to help the people of St Vincent of-which Kemet’s family were 
amongst those directly affected, became about Judge Alfred becoming 
infuriated about Kemet Imani having a difference of opinion in respect of how 
Prince Philip died. The fact that Kemet Imani was dealing with a huge amount 
of stress with her family stuck on the volcano erupted Island was insensitively 
overlooked. 

 
82) Here Entered into the Record: is a email copied verbatim from Kemet 

Imani sent to all Tribunal Judges explaining how she was shouted at in an 
insulting way by Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre email is dated 15th 
April 2021 marked as exhibit ( F-1) which stated as follows :- 

 
DAMNING EMAILED STATEMENT OF: Former Tribunal Judge Kemet 
Imani to co-founder Judge Lady Seven and All Tribunal Judges 
 

a) The latter email sent to Sister Sevens was extremely disturbing to me. 
As I as many others who have worked with Sister Sevens (especially 
on the tribunal) know and view her to be the opposing of that 
mentioned in the content of Judge Alfred's email. 

 
b) I have been on a few community panel meetings and interviews with 

Sister Seven's and she has always maintained a professional stature 
that is second to none. Hence, her conduct on the Zoom meeting on 
Wednesday 14th April 2021 was no different than usual. 

 
c) The meeting commenced with Sister Sevens stating the purpose of the 

meeting and it therefore being with regards to relief support for the 
island of St. Vincent and the Grenadines (better known as SVG) and 
its people, as the Island is in a national state of emergency due to the 
recent Volcanic eruptions of The Volcano La Soufriere. 

d) To cut a long story short, the Zoom meeting commenced, all present 
were introduced  as per usual meeting protocol. Brother Tonic 
introduced himself and spoke about what was happening on the Island 
of SVG and importantly stating that: " People who have been placed 
in shelters are being vaccinated".  

 
e) When it was my turn to speak I stated; "I hear what brother Tonic is 

saying. On the other side, I know people who are in shelters and they 
did not have to take the vaccine,  and have not been vaccinated etc" I 
went on to say: "...that I am not saying what brother Tonic is saying is 
not the case, but if it is the case then we need to identify the shelters 
who are vaccinating people and put a stop to it" 

 
f) Any way the meeting continued and Judge Alfred began to speak 

about the "Cease and Desist" order placed on Ralph Gonsalves (PM 
of SVG). This was such a great achievement for the tribunal , for 
obvious reasons, also within the time span that the order was 
presented to the SVG PM, which was within 24 hours.  I felt the need 
to ask Judge Alfred if a "Cease and Desist"  had been served on the 
UK government (as this would be awesome once again for obvious 
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reasons) .  Well Judge Alfred seemed to be getting quite frustrated 
with me, which took me by Suprise as I did not see a need for any 
persons be frustrated at this point in time during the meeting.  

 
g) Moving on... He (Judge Alfred) on numerous occasions mentioned 

indictments etc, which demonstrated that he had been working 
extremely hard as usual, and this should always be commended when 
it is on behalf of the people- so we all can commend Judge Alfred for 
all of his hard work as well as all other tribunal Judges for all the 
work that they do. I did not say this - I am just stating now.  As it is a 
great and mighty task to be a humanitarian and liberator of/for the 
people. 

 
h) Judge Alfred further went on to state that Prince-Phillips's cause of 

death was due to "some works that he (Alfred) had done/served etc (I 
cannot remember how it was phrased, and I rather not state how I 
presume it was phrased as I would hate to mis quote a person). I said: 
" I am not saying that what you served was not the cause of death, but 
could it not also be considered that he may had died of old age as he 
was 99 years old I think?"   

 
i) Well this made Judge Alfred extremely angry and extremely 

aggressive. He began to shout in an uncontrollable manner. I could 
not believe that a person could be so short fused and aggressive in a 
matter of seconds for something which is just another way to perceive 
something based on a more obvious perception to myself Kemet. 

 
j) ...Alfred went on and on not allowing me to respond. Every time I 

tried to respond to something that he said (during our one-on-one 
dialogue) and unmuted myself to respond, he would keep on muting 
me (as he was the Zoom host). Sister Seven at a certain stage said; 
"Alfred let Kemet respond" (very professionally-as the professional 
Chairperson of meetings that she is) . Alfred would let me respond for 
the first 2 seconds then jump in again and Sister Sevens had to 
continuously ask him to let me respond. 

 
k) I decided to remove myself from the Zoom meeting. As I am not the 

type of person who will be in a slanging match in front of strangers 
based on differing statements with regards to Prince-Phillips's death. 
It personally is not that deep to me. A 99-year-old man died, as sad as 
this may be.  

 
l) I was text messaged and asked to re-join the meeting by a couple of 

people. I said that I was not going to come back to a meeting whereby 
I was being disrespected and shouted at. I decided to re-join the 
meeting as a matter of respect to Sister Sevens who works tirelessly 
and selflessly to make the tribunal (which Alfred leads) a popular 
platform to the world. Sister Sevens is constantly posting 
information's and videos with regards to the tribunal vis a vi their 
judges, their website, their constant information, and moreover, the 
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international works that they do to hold to account those responsible 
for crimes against humanity during this current climate. 

 
m) Alfred stated that I said that brother Tonic was wrong for saying that 

they were vaccinating people in the shelters. He played a video 
whereby the Minister of tourism of SVG is stating that it is mandatory 
for those in shelters to be vaccinated (not literally those words but 
very close to). The screening of that video led Alfred to more or less 
state, that I said Tonic was wrong but the Minister of Tourism is 
proving what Tonic had stated to be correct.  

 
n) If one would look at what I stated above- I did not say that Tonic was 

wrong. I stated that I know people in shelters who have not been 
vaccinated and are not being forced to be vaccinated. I am not saying 
that it is not happening where Tonic is stating, it just means that we 
need to stop it at the shelters where it is happening. Basically! 

 
o) During dialogues with myself and Alfred, he said to another person on 

the Zoom called Ralph (I think his name was Ralph not 100% sure)  
the following: "Ralph Imani wants to know if a "Cease and Desist" 
order has been served on the UK?" Ralph replied words to the effect 
of: "No it has not, but I will make sure that it is done within 24 
hours." 

 
p) To be quite honest...At first when Alfred was becoming extremely 

aggressive in his brawling behaviour, I actually thought that it was 
funny. Who actually carries on like that? Especially infront of a panel 
where there are a vast amount of strangers?  and strangers to him. 

 
q) I have never known anyone to go from zero to 100 at such a sensitive 

time. There is a Volcano erupting, and people stranded, people fleeing 
with just the clothes on their backs, families split up , serious water 
shortages, food shortages, volcanic dust particles which is 
contaminating the air and water systems (Most High knows what else 
is involved like H.A.R.P) and this list is not exhaustive, so is there not 
more serious things to scream and shout about? 

 
r) A sister called Lady O (I think that her name was ) came on after the 

Alred/Kemet episode and stated how she thought the meeting was 
supposed to be an emergency meeting etc. As far as I was concerned- 
the meeting was an emergency meeting, based on an emergency crisis 
in SVG. The sister stated her opinion. When she finished, Alfred said 
something which I found derogatory about Lady O. I did not want to 
interrupt the meeting with a verbal comment as I did not want to be 
disrespected and embarrassed in front of a "live Zoom audience" any 
longer, as this was not to be: The Piers Morgan and DR Shola show.  

 
s) So not liking what Alfred stated about Lady O I typed in the comment 

box that Alfred is dangerous. This was my reality as he twisted what 
Lady O said and said something derogatory with regards to her or 
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what she said (I cannot quite remember) mis-construing and mis-
interpreting what she said, the same as he had done to me. Totally not 
wanting to understand what was being said. As a judge to mis-
construe such basic points, I honestly do believe that one would have 
be an absolute idiot or not of a sound mind, or extremely egotistical to 
mis-construe basic points within a basic conversation. 

 
t) To conclude, with regards to the Zoom meeting series of events. Alfred 

said that he was leaving the meeting and shut the Zoom completely 
off.  Sister Sevens had started the meeting from her Zoom but as it 
only gives 40 mins at a time, Alfred suggested that he could set up his 
Zoom to be used as that will allow more Zoom times obviously. Sister 
Sevens agreed to this.  

 
u) I personally think that it was childish, absurd and disrespectful (to all 

of the attendees at the meeting) to be cut off from the Zoom meeting, 
without reasoning or sufficient warning.  The least Alfred could had 
done is let Sister Sevens continue to host the meeting (as she called for 
the meeting in the first place) and more importantly, the meeting was 
to support Vincentians which to me should had been at the forefront 
of everything. Alfred could had left if he needed to (there is nothing 
wrong with that) but what is totally unacceptable, is him ending the 
Zoom without the meeting being concluded and then coming to a close 
when the host/chairperson states that it should. 

 
v) I personally was not in any form of argument with Alfred, as nothing 

was that deep to me at the time.  I think when it comes to extremely 
serious matters, especially when it is about saving lives, and serving 
papers etc.. One needs to put: "Facts over Feelings" . There was 
nothing between myself and Brother Tonic that was not factual. "I 
have people there in shelters whom had not been vaccinated and 
neither had they been offered the vaccine (yet) and he has people in 
shelters who were given the vaccine " Both are facts. 

 
w) However, at this point in time, what is more important to me is 

Alfreds email to Sister Sevens. Sister Sevens is a founding member of 
the Tribunal of Judges. Like I stated she works tirelessly for the 
tribunal and spends every second, minute and hour promoting the 
panel more than her own personal circumstances. This is a person 
that should be commended for her hardwork, loyalty, respect for 
others , positive behaviours, effectiveness as a judge and efficient 
functioning.  

 
x) Furthermore,  her loyalty, respect and love for Alfred sets her apart 

from others. It truly hurts me to know that Afred could "irrevocably 
terminate" Sister Sevens as a Judge on the Natural and Common Law 
Tribunal for Public Health Justice. 

 
y) Sister Sevens Integrity is like no other. Her integrity and love 

for humanity goes beyond what one could imagine. Sister 
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Sevens tried her best to stay neutral when Alfred was being 
extremely disrespectful to me, as if I were a piece of trash. I felt 
highly dis-respected as a woman to spoken to like that, 
especially infront of other people.  

 
z)  I felt that Sister Seven's professionalism did not allow her to 

"come to my support" even though I felt that she should had 
done: 1- As no one deserves to be shouted at   2- Alfred was 
shouting at me  (which I viewed as extremely aggressive)  and 
3- Alfred was not pulled up for constantly muting me so that I 
could not respond. 

 
aa) When all is said and done, I respected the professionalism of 

Sister Sevens, noting that she has loyalty to all people who 
she loves and especially when they like herself and Alfred 
work tirelessly for the greater good of humanity. 

 
bb) For this reason, I pray that the panel of judges note that what 

Alfred has done to Sister Sevens is unjust and most definitely 
unwarranted and her position as a Judge on the Natural and 
Common Law Tribunal for Public Health Justice remains as it stood 
as of Wednesday 14th April 2021. KI 

 
cc) (Ps: Apologies to Sister Sevens (as you deserve none of this). You were 

not involved in any of the stating of opinions of myself and Alfred, All 
that you wanted was for all to have a sense of calm and respect so that 
the Zoom meeting could resume in a professional manner. Hence, 
being the professional person that you are. I hope that your position as 
a Judge on the Natural and Common Law Tribuanl for Public Health 
Justice continues. Hoping that you do not feel let down by the actions 
towards you by any of those involved. We all need you so that the 
works can continue not just productively but also effectively. 

 
dd) Here Entered into the Record:  is the direct email reply to Kemet 

Imani from Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre on the advice of his 
‘executive administration team’ copied verbatim 15th April 2021 
marked as (exhibit (F-2) stated as follows:-’.  

 
DAMINING EMAILED STATEMENT OF: Alfred Lambremont Webre and 
Executive Administration Team to Kemet Imani and co-founder Judge Lady 
Seven 
 

ee) Dear Kemet Imani and Seven Hi! I am writing you after consulting 
Judge Michael and Judge Dr. Rima, two Judges on the Administrative 
Committee of the Tribunal, who are agreed that Seven does not have 
Judicial Temperament and is in fact a superb NETWORKER and 
PUBLICIST and should continue what she does best as a CABINET 
MEMBER OF THE SOVEREIGN GOVERNMENT OF ST. 
PENN, WHICH SHE IS, and that way Seven can serve as a Publicist 
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for the causes she feels deeply about - From St. Vincent - to the 
Tribunal - to Targeted Individuals. 

 
ff) Tribunal Judges - Work as a Tribunal Judge is quiet and meticulous 

around issues of law.  This is NOT suited to Seven, whose personality 
and personal agendas often end up causing destructive issues and 
network meetings for the Tribunal as the copied Judges can tell you. 

 
gg) Our Tribunal has now been contacted by Barbados, Grenada, 

Anguilla, and St. Vincent and we are in the urgent process of serving 
CEASE AND DESIST ORDERS and enforcing these Oders on these 
governments to stop the COVID vaccinations on these Islands. 

 
hh) NETWORKING AND PUBLICITY - Seven can continue her work as 

a publicist and networker among Sovereign leaders, journalists, 
community groups, networks, common law groups in her true 
platform as a Cabinet Member of the Sovereign Nation of St. Penn. 

 
ii) WE RESPECTFULLY REQUEST that you cease and desist harassing 

our Tribunal Judges with email messages, as several Judges have 
contacted us to state that they find your emails a distraction from 
their work. 

 
jj) The Tribunal looks forward to working with Seven and with Chief 

Tonic Man in their capacity as Publicist and as Sovereign Leader and 
Common Law Witness. 

 
kk) Please let us know if you need any information, etc. Best regards, 

Judge Alfred  cc: Judge Dr. Rima Judge Michael 
 

83) Note, the fact that it was Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre who was arguing 
with Kemet Imani during a professional meeting and NOT Judge Lady Seven, 
but he fails to answer the entire content of Kemet Imani’s email. Instead they 
falsely asserted that Judge Lady Seven known to always be calm and 
professional, to be concerned about her temperament, but did not address that 
the same email from Kemet Imani was actually complaining about Judge 
Alfred Lambremont Webre’s verbally abusive temperament.  

 
84) You will notice in every email, Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre fails to 

answer any complaints about Rima Liebow or himself, but instead he passes 
the buck to someone who was not arguing with anyone and was not involved 
in their argument at all. This is a typical tactic of trying to scapegoat others. It 
is also very telling that Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre does not in any way 
apologize to Kemet Imani.  

 
85) Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre basically ignored Kemet Imani in entirety, 

and instead switched his entire focus to be about Judge Lady Seven, because 
they are trying to device an excuse to remove her as co-founder but still have 
her working for them like a slave to maintain the Tribunals public image.  This 
was not only corrupt what they were suggesting is extremely racist 
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disrespectful and exploitative. For anyone to speak of a co-founder in this way 
shows they have no respect for themselves or regard for other time and labour 
whatsoever. 

 
 

86) Entered into the Record: is the email copied verbatim from Judge Lady 
Seven replying to Kemet Imani and all Tribunal Judges marked as 
exhibit (F-3) which stated as follows:- 

 
DAMNING EMAILED STATEMENT OF: Judge Lady Seven to Kemet Imani, 
Alfred Webre, and all Tribunal Judges April 15th 2021 
 

a) My dear beloved Sister Kemet, Alfred and All Fellow Tribunal 
Judges. Thank you for your letter of clarification as to what 
factually occurred during the meeting I had arranged to help assist 
the St Vincent crisis. I am deeply sorry that you experienced being 
unduly shouted at and disrespected by Alfred in your time of deep 
crisis with your family trapped out on the Island of St Vincent. 
Please accept my deepest apologies. 

 
b) It is very sad to see that a Tribunal that professed to want to help 

and protect the people on the Island St Vincent, did not respect you 
as one of the victims of that unfolding nightmare. Quite frankly, I 
am very sad to say what we are seeing is an absolute disgrace. 

 
c) In respect of how I have been treated, If you and I do not both get a 

sincere apology from Alfred Lambremont Webre himself, 
regretfully, I wash my hands of this. 

 
d) I invite ALL Tribunal Judges to please read Kemet Imani email 

below ( who also had joined us a prior Judge) and read the factual 
account of what actually occurred during the meeting and Judge 
for yourselves who is behavior was negative and who is factually 
right or wrong in this instance. Anyone who cannot see that Alfred 
is clearly in the wrong on this occasion is not to be a Judge of any 
issue. 

 
e) As a co-founder of this Tribunal, I am deeply embarrassed by the 

constant stream of complaints that have arriving in my email box 
since our hearings. All of which are still yet to be fairly addressed 
in a professional ethical manner. 

 
f) There have been a steady stream of emailed of complaints by other 

fellow Judges, and I now see that they were in fact legitimate 
criticisms and complaints, of which there has been no proper 
mechanisms in place to effectively deal with.  

 
g) The previous fellow Judge's complaints were just brushed off and 

dismissed as people who 'had issues' and until now, I had chosen to 
not to engage and involve myself in what I perceived as being low 
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vibrational petty squabbles of people who quite frankly were old 
enough to know better. 

 
h) However, having witnessed what myself and others saw recently 

occurred in a meeting that was supposed to be 'professional' and a 
meeting to support the people in St Vincent, quite frankly, with the 
greatest respect, this particular incident showed myself and other 
Judges, that there is indeed some cause for concern. The regular 
stream of embarrassing complaints arriving ALL of our inboxes 
from other prior Judges show there is a legitimate complaint 
needing to be addressed in respect of Alfred's ability to keep 
composure and his cool during professional meetings with people. 
A Tribunal is about being just and fair to other people whoever you 
think we are, There is simply no place for ego's to get out of 
control.  

 
i) Nobody can ever question Alfred's exceptional work ethic and the 

amount of absolutely fantastic paperwork he has produced for the 
Tribunal which is second to none. However, that does not give him 
the right to disrespect people and lose his rag whenever anyone 
does not agree with him. This is not supposed to be a dictatorship. 
We can agree to disagree with respect for one another without it 
becoming embarrassing and there have been far too many times 
when it has become embarrassing which he is refusing to 
acknowledge. Instead there has far to much passing the buck to 
make it other Judges problems. 

 
j) I am aware of the high stress levels Alfred has to deal with, and as 

someone who genuinely loves Alfred, it concerns me that he has not 
been able to leave his home since January 2020. How can he 
possibly be effective if living this way is not addressed highlighted 
and corrected. This is why I suggested that Judges safety being 
paramount. When I raised the issue of all our safety it was 
undermined. 

 
k) I am very sad to say that in every single meeting I have arranged to 

get the Tribunal much needed publicity has resulted with Alfred 
losing his professional composure and having a outburst during 
public meetings whereby people were left stunned. It has happened 
at Aunty Jean's zoom meeting when I was absent, at Sister 
Shanice's meeting where I was present, and during a live broadcast 
whereby Alfred entered into a full blown slanging match with 
Allegedly Dave. 

 
l) There have been complaints by prior Judges Dr Leo Rebello and as 

recently as a couple weeks ago by yet another person whose name 
escapes me. Perhaps one of the other Judges on here can recall who 
that person is. 
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m) But because of my deep love and immense respect and admiration 
for Alfred, of whom I have considered one of my dearest most 
cherished friends and colleagues, I have overlooked what is clearly 
becoming a serious problem. However, now upon review and 
speaking to other Judges and most of the people who also attended 
the meeting last Wednesday what took place was unacceptable and 
what is worst, is the attempt to scape goat me to cover up for what 
was disgraceful professional conduct, not by me but by Alfred. Just 
because I love Alfred, does not mean I am not going to tell him the 
truth. He was wrong as is refusing to even look at what actually 
really happened.  

 
n) His back and forth with my dearest beloved Sister Kemet Imani, 

over whether or not Prince Phillip died due to the indictments 
served by the Tribunal during a 'emergency meeting' quite frankly 
was unacceptable. 

 
o) Everyone on this tribunal email list, can confirm seeing a regular 

stream of Bull Shit with someone complaining, which I have 
personally have chose not to have any involvement in. I have 
stepped aside to focus on getting on with the work, of which as a co-
founder of this Tribunal I have worked longer and harder than any 
other Judge to get this Tribunal recognized on the international 
stage, which I have achieved despite my own dangerous personal 
circumstances.  

p) Other Judges and I, along with the many people who have 
witnessed how hard I have worked to get this Tribunal off the 
ground, can clearly see, for my time, energy and effort spent over 
the last year of working hard day after day, night after night there 
is absolutely zero gratitude. He considers me easily disposable now 
that I have got the Tribunal publicity and recognitions onto the 
international stage.  

 
q) Many people have even donated specifically because of my own 

personal homeless circumstances, to which I am the only one who 
has ever said thank you, even though I have not received a single. I 
hope every penny donated to help me personally will be 
immediately refunded back to people who donated. 

 
r) I have always conducted myself with dignity and integrity in of out 

of meetings and gone over and beyond to talk to everyone with 
courtesy and with the maximum respect. Every single Judge I have 
personally dealt with can testify that I have always been respectful 
and polite to them personally, and for anyone to dare say otherwise 
is an out right lie. I will not anyone paint me as something I am 
not.  

 
s) What was stated on Alfred's initial email to me was an outright 

ungrateful disrespectful lie. It is his own negative behavior other 
Judges and people are now complaining about not mine.  
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t) He must get a grip look in the mirror get his ego in check and start 

being honest with himself I have busted my a... doing video's 
promoting the Tribunal, radio shows day and night and rallying 
other people to put this Tribunal on the Map internationally and 
with the steady stream of complaints he wonders why all the 
Judges I have personally brought in do not want to engage 
anymore. To read the absolute trash about my being 
'unproductive' and having negative behavior it is a an absolute 
insult. You cannot produce one single video of me ever having a 
slanging match publicly on video.. But for Alfred it is not the case. 

 
u) The Truth is, had I not done all the work that I have, this Tribunal 

would have crashed, imploded, come and gone just like the other 
Tribunal for Targeted Individuals he and others recently set up. I 
was the glue and engine that have kept it moving and together, 
once there is no appreciation that speaks volumes 

 
v) Its a very sad day when a Tribunal that say's it wants to help to 

protect the people of St Vincent, has absolutely zero respect, 
empathy or compassion for Kemet Imani (called as a former fellow 
Judge) and her family who are suffering right now from the very 
same St Vincent tragedy. Instead Alfred was more concerned about 
whether or not Prince Phillip died from the Tribunals indictment, 
so much so he raised his voice during a emergency meeting and 
pulled the plug on it like a spoilt bratty child.. He showed zero 
concern and compassion for what beloved Sister Kemet Imani, her 
family and the people of St Vincent were actually going through. 
His only concern what Kemet agreeing with what he said and us 
bowing down to his authority, and when that did not happen he 
pulled the plug on the whole meeting leaving extremely negative 
vibes behind. I never joined no cult, and have no cult leader. We 
are all equals and have to respect each other as such. 

 
w) I love Alfred, but wrong is wrong.  As co founded of the Tribunal 

Alfred has forgotten he is actually my equal, I give him respect 
because I am a respectful person period. But my respect does not 
extend to accepting him losing his professional composure and his 
cool and raising his voice unnecessarily and being absolutely 
ungrateful for all my efforts. There are no slaves here. 

 
x) As much I love and respect Alfred and have thoroughly enjoyed 

working with him for the last 6 years, make no mistake I WILL 
NOT BE Alfred or ANYONE's 'Whipping Boy.' In this instance it 
is Alfred who is wrong, and is being grossly ungrateful and 
disrespectful not only to Kemet Imani and I, and in-fact everyone 
on this entire Tribunal. 

 
y) Thus, if I and Kemet Imani do not get a sincere apology, we wash 

our hands of you. If you think that the black community will 
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support your disrespect towards us and treating us in such a 
disrespectful appalling ungrateful manner, please go 
ahead. Currently you are a 'Tribunal with No Conscience 
whatsoever'. Lady Seven 

 
z) Here Entered into the Record: is an email copied verbatim from 

the indigenous Tribesman named Tonic Man from the Volcano 
errupted Island of St Vincent who Alfred Lambremont Webre had 
asked Judge Lady Seven to arrange the meeting in question 
Tuesday 13th April 2021 marked as exhibit (G-1) which states as 
follows:- 

 
EMAILED STATEMENT OF TRIBESMAN OF ST VINCENT: Chief Tonic  
April 15th 2021  
 

aa) Chief tonic I just wanted to thanks all of you from the 
tribunal for your help and support and I want to make it clear 
that seven did a great job in helping me and reaching out to 
me and may I make it clear that seven did not cause the 
misunderstanding that took place in the zoom meeting  

 
bb) I think it is unfair to put the blame on seven it was alfraid 

and the other lady that had the misunderstanding not seven 
so this action that is taking place against seven is wrong I 
appreciate everything that all of you are doing for us in the 
island of Yurumie corporate name St Vincent and the 
Grenadines  

 
cc) I chief tonic apologize for all the that happened and asked 

for you to take back the decision that you made about seven 
seven is not the one who was in disagreement with you 
alfraid my apologies and I hope to see us all working 
together for a better humanity love and light 

 
87) Here Entered into the Record: is email from former Tribunal Judge 

Simone Jennifer marked as exhibit (G-2) 15th April 2021 which states as 
follows: 

 
EMAIL OF: former Tribunal Judge Simone Jennifer to Judge Lady Seven 
 

a) Greetings sistren! You have my support. I am still here! 
                      Respectfully, Simone Jennifer Smith Chief Reporter,  
                      Operations Manager Toronto Caribbean      
                      Newspaper, TCN.video Production Host Carib101 Media  
                      Group 
 

88) Here Entered into the Record: is the email copied verbatim from Judge 
Alfred Lambremont Webre and Rima Liebow and Michael Zazzio of the 
new Tribunal Executive administration team marked as exhibit (G-3) 
which states as follows:-  
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DAMING EMAIL STATEMENT OF: Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre, Rima 
Liebow and Michael Zazzio to the indigenous Tribesman Tonic Man they did not 
know from anywhere. 
 

a) Dear Chief Tonic Man and Seven Hi! I am writing you after consulting 
Judge Michael and Judge Dr. Rima, two Judges on the Administrative 
Committee of the Tribunal, who are agreed that Seven does not have 
Judicial Temperament and is in fact a superb NETWORKER and 
PUBLICIST and should continue what she does best as a CABINET 
MEMBER OF THE SOVEREIGN GOVERNMENT OF ST. 
PENN, WHICH SHE IS, and that way Seven can serve as a Publicist for 
the causes she feels deeply about - From St. Vincent - to the Tribunal - to 
Targeted Individuals. 

 
b) Tribunal Judges - Work as a Tribunal Judge is quiet and meticulous 

around issues of law.  This is NOT suited to Seven, whose personality and 
personal agendas often end up causing destructive issues and network 
meetings for the Tribunal as the copied Judges can tell you. 

 
c) Our Tribunal has now been contacted by Barbados, Grenada, Anguilla, 

and St. Vincent and we are in the urgent process of serving CEASE AND 
DESIST ORDERS and enforcing these Oders on these governments to 
stop the COVID vaccinations on these Islands. 

 
d) NETWORKING AND PUBLICITY - Seven can continue her work as a 

publicist and networker among Sovereign leaders, journalists, community 
groups, networks, common law groups in her true platform as a Cabinet 
Member of the Sovereign Nation of St. Penn. 

 
e) WE RESPECTFULLY REQUEST that you cease and desist harassing 

our Tribunal Judges with email messages, as several Judges have 
contacted us to state that they find your emails a distraction from their 
work. 

 
f) The Tribunal looks forward to working with Seven and with Chief Tonic 

Man in their capacity as Publicist and as Sovereign Leader and Common 
Law Witness. 

 
g) Please let us know if you need any information, etc.Best regards, Judge 

Alfred cc: Judge Dr. Rima Judge Michael 
 
TAKE NOTICE THAT ALL EMAILS FROM Judge Alfred Lambremont 
Webre NOW INCLUDE HIS NEW CORRUPT EXECUTIVE ADMIN TEAM 
OF DEEPSTATE HANDLERS  
 

89) Each of Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre’s emails involve Rima Liebow, and 
Michael Zazzio his deepstate handlers making the decisions. Also note that 
there is a statement to ‘stop harassing the Tribunal’ (also sent to Kemet who 
had NEVER written to the Tribunal before then, and also the co-founder) so 
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the suggestion of harassment was yet another deception to paint a false 
impression and spin the situation around to evade liability for their own foul 
play. In reality it is Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre and his corrupt 
administration team who has been mistreating and harassing people in order to 
remove them since Dec 2020- January 2021 

 
90) Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre’s current state of mind is very much now in 

question as he does not appear to know fact from fiction and truth from 
outright deception and friend from foe or right from wrong. Even in the face 
of evidence of his own wrong doing still refuses to own up and apologise. This 
is typical deepstate behaviour of abusing people with no accountability and 
falsely blaming others for their own violations 

 
91) Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre knew the argument was between himself 

and Kemet Imani and was nothing whatsoever to do with Judge Lady Seven, 
his maliciousness is clearly proven by the cunning way they tried to 
manipulate this situation to falsely paint Judge Lady Seven out to be guilty 
and responsible for a unknown unqualified misdemeanour. This was a 
desperate attempt to remove Judge Lady Seven as the Tribunal’s co-founder 
altogether. Judge Lady Seven’s global respect and popularity was perceived as 
a threat by his deepstate handlers.  

 
92) It’s also important to note, that after Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre’s 

argument with Kemet Imani, his emails were signed off as his being the 
Tribunals ‘founder’ which was another deception as everyone is fully aware 
he is not the sole founder but, the co-founder.  

 
 
 
PEACE AND RESOLUTION CONFERENCE SET UP BY TRIBUNAL Judge 
Clyde Harris. 

 
93) It had been decided in a Tribunal meeting Tuesday evening 13th April 2021 

attended by Rima, Liebow, Michael Zazzio, Ralph Fucetolla and Alfred 
Lambremont Webre and Galactic Clyde, the night before the argument 
between Kemet Imani and Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre, that the Tribunal 
would assist the people of St Vincent with ‘Cease and Desist Orders to stop 
them being faced with mandatory injections.’  

 
94) It’s important to emphasize that it was factually Judge Alfred Lambremont 

Webre who had asked Judge Lady Seven to make direct contact with people 
from St Vincent and arrange a meeting for the following day. Which she did 
exactly as he had requested. In further emails you will see that he repeatedly 
lies and falsely tries to blatantly twist the events to further falsely accuse 
Judge Lady Seven of offences that he himself and his administration team was 
guilty of. It was this said meeting that resulted in an argument between Judge 
Alfred Lambremont Webre and Kemet Imani and was subsequently used an 
excuse to constantly bully ‘defame’, ‘slander’ and ‘remove’ Judge Lady 
Seven in a vicious smear campaign engineered by a deeply toxic Rima Liebow 
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95)  The morning after the argument on 15th April 2021, Tribunal Judge Clyde 
Harris aka Galactic Clyde received a call from a very upset and distressed 
Kemet Imani about Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre being rude and shouting 
at her during the meeting. What was even more disturbing was that he tried to 
scapegoat Judge Lady Seven for his own diabolical racist unprofessional 
behaviour.  

 
96) It is noted that at the same time that all this unfolded, Judge Lady Seven was 

removed from Kemet Imani’s social media whatsup group and it was made to 
look like Judge Lady Seven had left the group herself, when she had not even 
been online. Fortunately this was spotted by another Tribunal Judge who 
clearly saw the plot against Judge Lady Seven. 

 
97) Its also important to mention that Judge Lady Seven had not long before 

escaped attempted murder plot, and had also received messages about her 
about to be murdered in a horrific way very soon, proving that this was all part 
of a much wider nefarious scheme, whereby Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre 
had also clearly been recruited to play along with. 

 
98)  The entire situation deeply upset many people including other Tribunal 

Judges who immediately came to Kemet Imani and Judge Lady Seven’s 
defence, and in hopes to bring about fairness, clarity and resolution in a 
neutral setting, Tribunal Judge Galactic Clyde decided to arrange to bring all 
Tribunal Judges to the table in a conference in an attempt to peacefully and 
fairly resolve the matter.  

 
99) You will notice in following exhibited emails of evidence how Judge Alfred 

Lambremont Webre also deceptively and wickedly twisted this situation to 
focus upon slandering Judge Lady Seven again for a meeting that he knew was 
clearly arranged by Tribunal Judge Clyde Harris but was also well intended to 
bring about clarity and fairness. However, it soon becomes clear that the last 
thing they want is clarity because it exposes the vast scale lies and deception 
Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre, Rima Liebow and Michael Zazzio are 
actually trying hard to conceal.  

 
100) Here Entered for the Record: is the email from Clive Harris 

/Galactic Clyde inviting ALL Tribunal Judges to attend the meeting he 
had arranged via Garvey Village the  exhibit copied verbatim dated on 
20th April 2021 marked as exhibit ( H-1) and stated as follows:- 

 
DAMING EMAIL STATEMENT OF: Tribunal Judge Clyde Harris Galactic 
Clyde sent to ‘ALL’ Tribunal Judges :- 
 

a) URGENT - CALLING EMERGENCY RESOLUTION MEETING.  To all 
judges of the tribunal.  

 
b) We are entering a slippery slop in passing Judgments to others if 

we cannot take care of our own affairs. 
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c) The resent miss understanding that has taken place in this tribunal 
of consciences need to be remedied before the dam become too 
heavy and brake against the issues of which we came together to 
resolved. 

 
d) As judges we all need to stand for each other without taking side 

or favouritism with great respect for each other. 
There needs to be balance resolution when any disputes arise. 

 
e) The resent unresolved major dispute that has arisen between 

Judge Alfred and Judge Kemet that resulted in the termination of 
tribunal Con-founder Judge Seven need to be urgently resolved to 
ensure that respect is given for everyone's Lawful Rights. 

 
f) This major issue cannot be swept under rugs of our consciences, it 

must be delt with as soon as. 
 

g) We also need to put in place conflict resolution and a constitution. 
These issues of the world we are facing is more than just a test, its 
life and death for many who do not know where to turn. 

 
h) So far, this tribunal have been offering hope and advice to many. 

However, we need be an example of what we want our complex 
world to be. 
Regardless of all of our feelings and headaches if we cannot get 
alone and respect each other's as Judges how can we be of help to 
fix the problems of the world? 

 
i) We are heading into a scandalous path if we cannot be mercifully, 

truthful and have a listening ear to those who are suffering 
because of the heavy hands of evil. 
If we cannot set great example as tribunal judges than we are 
giving the architects of this plandemic fuel for their flames of 
destruction. 

 
j) Those of you who like to take path to remedy this situation, 

We calling an emergency peace and resolution meeting under the 
Garvey Village to held by the Garvey Village directors including 
myself as a tribunal judge and a Garvey Village director.  

 
k) My Name is Clyde Harris Aka Galactic Clyde. 

This is to ensure fairness, transparency and a just resolution in 
respect of the unresolved situation at hand. 
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Zoom link will post shortly 
The emergency zoom meeting will be held Tuesday 20th April @ 
9:30pm London time. 
I thank everyone for their kind participation in advance. 

 
l) You are invited to a Zoom meeting. When: Tuesday 20th April 

2021 Start time: 9:30pm. GMT 21:30 London Register in advance 
for this meeting: 
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZAkcO6rqDooGtGtJy1
ubjtT29IcAARwrOQq 

 
101) Here Entered into the Record: is email evidence copied verbatim 

from Tribunal Judge Clyde Harris (Galactic Clyde) of the invitation he 
sent directly to ‘both co-founders’ to attend the Peace and Resolution 
conference 20th April 2021 marked as exhibit (H-1b) which stated as 
follows:- 

 
EMAIL STATEMENT OF: Clyde Harris’s invitation sent to both co-
founders Judge Lady Seven and Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre 
 

a) Greetings Alfred and Seven, I hope all is well with you both.  
 
b) I am writing to confirm your attendance being co-founders of 

The Tribunal Judges you will be attending tonights zoom 
meeting scheduled at 9:30pm?   

 
c) We at the Garvey Village promise to be fair and honest in trying 

to get to the root of this tribunal dispute that have come to our 
attention. 

 
d) We understand that you Alfred and Seven are both founding 

judges of the tribunal and it does not look good if disputes are 
left to fester with no one to care of help to remedy these things. 

 
e) As stated before internal affairs is just as important as external 

affairs. 
 

f) Although problem help us all to grow some problems are too  
important be treated as if they are not important. 

 
g) The work achievement that you both set out to achieve along 

with all the judges that are now on board is too important to be 
allow to leave to the unknown when known factors are ignore.  
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h) Its better to fix a problem before it becomes scandalous than to 
fix a scandal before it ruins many lives.  

 
i) Many people are looking for hope, security and answers as to 

where to turn when the chips are down.  
 

j) It cannot be great for the world to think that a group tribunal 
Judges cannot assess and deal with external affairs if there own 
internal affairs cannot be sorted. 

 
k) So let, love, truth and light guide us all to find RESOLUTION to 

all our many problems.  
 

l) Looking forward to see you both. On behalf of the Garvey 
Village and all tribunal Judges. I am Clyde Harris aka Galactic 
Clyde.  

 
102)  The aforesaid email evidence is irrefutable proof that Judge Alfred 

Lambremont Webre knew that the Peace and Resolution meeting was arranged 
by Tribunal Judge Clyde Harris, for the attendance of all Tribunal Judges 
including Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre. This evidence shows with 
certainty that Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre has proven himself to be a liar 
by the email he sent out on mass in May 2021 to continue deceiving all 
Tribunal Judges that Judge Lady Seven had arranged the meeting at Garvey 
Village with her friends in a conspiracy which as this evidence clearly shows 
is a total fabricated lie. 

 
103)  Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre was clearly fully aware that Judge 

Lady Seven had not set up the Peace and Resolution conference at Garvey 
Village and his mass emailing people lies about this later on in May 2021 was 
unquestionably deeply malicious and designed to spitefully cause Judge Lady 
Seven even more hurt and injury to her character and reputation. What makes 
matters worse is that Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre started his campaign of 
abuse without any provocation from Judge Lady Seven, who beforehand had 
praised him everywhere she went, until finding herself suddenly being 
repeatedly viciously attacked by him and his administration team out of 
nowhere and having no option but to defend herself.  

 
104) Evidently they were engineering the abuse to take away Judge Lady 

Seven’s power as Tribunal co-founder to ensure she was pushed out and 
removed from the Tribunal by force. 

    
105) Here Entered into the Record: is the email copied verbatim from 

Rima Liebow to dissuade all Tribunal Judges from attending the peace 
and resolution conference, to stop all Tribunal Judges becoming aware of 
their extreme corruption on 20th April 2021 marked as exhibit (H-2)  

 
DAMNING EMAIL STATEMENT OF: Rima Liebow to all Tribunal Judges  
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a) Dear Fellow Judges, Our remit is to serve as Tribunal judges, 

not conflict arbitrators.  Judge Alfred made an executive 
decision, as is his right and responsibility, to sever another 
judge from the Tribunal for what he saw as inappropriate 
behavior. 

 
b) If our task is group therapy, we should attend the meeting. and 

it should be run by a competent, and totally neutral, therapist 
or mediator. That is, however, not our task and, in my 
experience as exactly such a therapist, this meeting, and the 
struggle it represents, is headed for fractious, and pointless, 
disaster. 

 
c) I will not be attending the meeting and will be focusing on 

actually trying to solve a world genocide. I believe you might 
well consider the same course of action. Yours in health and 
freedom, Dr. Rima Rima E. Laibow, MD Medical Director 
Natural Solutions Foundation 
 

106) Here Entered into the Record: is exhibit from the email copied 
verbatim from Tribunal Judge Clyde Harris in reply to Rima Liebow’s 
attempt to stop Tribunal Judges attending the Peace and Resolution 
conference to address the corruption marked as (H-3) and states as 
follows:- 

 
a) Thanks you Rima. However you are trying to twix and turn this 

zoom meeting you do not and cannot speak for every one. Its 
OK to take whatever sides you want However these issues of 
resolution is bigger than sides.  Thanks.  

 
107) Here Entered into the Record: is email copied verbatim of Rima 

Liebow’s response to Clyde Harris (Galatic Clyde) marked as exhibit (H-
4)  

 
a) Dear Galactic, I am trying to "twix and turn" nothing. I made no 

assertion that I speak for anyone but myself and have no idea why you 
would mischaracterize what I wrote.  

 
b) I am pretty clear in my language, I think: I am not at all interested in 

petty infighting. I am focusing my attention on trying to stop a global 
genocide and refuse to take sides.  

 
c) Do what you like, but I consider this a waste of scarce and precious 

resources: time and attention. But please do not mischaracterize 
my statements. 

 
108) Here Entered into the Record: is the email of Tribunal Judge’s 

John and Bonnie Mitchell copied verbatim directly accepting the 
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invitation to attend the Peace and Resolution from Galactic Clyde in 
association with Garvey Village exhibit marked as (H-5) :- 

 
EMAIL STATEMENT OF: Tribunal Judges John and Bonnie Mitchell to 
Tribunal Judge Clyde Harris (Galactic Clyde) 
 

a) Greetings to all, Judges Bonnie and John Mitchell will attend this 
zoom meeting @ 2130 GMT which is 1830 in Uruguay. 

 
b) We will be able to attend for exactly one hour as we have other 

engagements already scheduled for this evening. Love to all, J&B 
 
109) Here Entered into the Record: is evidence of the email copied 

verbatim from Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre the following day 
removing Tribunal Judge’s Galactic Clyde and husband and wife 
Tribunal Judges John and Bonnie Mitchell directly after the Peace and 
Resolution conference on 20th April 2021 marked as exhibit H-6) which 
states as follows:- 

 
a) Subject: # TRIBUNAL JUDGES: Tribunal of Conscience as of April 

21, 2021 
 
b) Dear Tribunal Judges Hi! Following the lawful removal of Seven for 

multiple violations of Judicial integrity, and the self-removal of 
Galactic Clyde and John and Bonnie Mitchell as Tribunal Judges for 
participation in a meeting whose intent was to destabilize the mission 
of this Tribunal of Conscience, the following Tribunal Judges have 
our full faith and confidence at the Natural and Common Law 
Tribunal at http://www.peaceinspace.org to proceed as a Tribunal of 
Conscience as of April 21, 2021.  

 
c) I would request that you not respond to any other directives by Seven, 

Galactic Clyde, John and Bonnie Mitchell or others attempting to 
further divert the mission of our Tribunal of Conscience.  

 
d) If any of you do not wish to continue as a Tribunal Judge, please let us 

know by return email at peace@peaceinspace.org 
 

e) Our deep thanks for your support and service to the mission of our 
Tribunal of Conscience. Best regards, Alfred Founding Judge 

 
f) TRIBUNAL JUDGES APRIL 21, 2021 Alfred Lambremont Webre 

JD MEd CERT Public Health <peace@peaceinspace.org>, 
 
110) No matter how many times the truth and facts were clarified, Judge 

Alfred Lambremont Webre continued to mass mail out emails containing 
defamatory lies. Everything was twisted into a skewed version of events that 
has no basis in reality.  
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111) The peaceful meeting arranged by Clyde Harris to address gross abuse 
and corruption was played down to make it look like mistreatment and serious 
corruption taking place was nothing for Tribunal Judges to be concerned 
about. The peaceful resolution meeting to get to the truth was intentionally 
twisted in to a conspiracy with facts altered to make up entirely fabricated 
accusations about Judge Lady Seven, Galactic Clyde and John and Bonnie 
Mitchell.  Even though Judge Lady Seven was not the person who had 
arranged that meeting, emails were sent out to deceive people that it was. 

 
112) This was because Rima Liebow, Michael Zazzio and Ralph Fucetolla 

had staged a Coup and completely taken over the Tribunal with Judge Alfred 
Lambremont Webre’s full co-operation. 

 
113) Here Entered into the Record: of the email copied verbatim from 

Tribunal co-founder Judge Lady Seven alerting all Tribunal Judges of 
Coup take over of the Tribunal 22nd April 2021 marked as exhibit (H-7) 
which states as follows:-  

 
DAMING EMAIL STATEMENT OF: Tribunal co-founder Judge Lady 
Seven t all Tribunal Judges 

 
a) TRIBUNAL INFILTRATED & TAKEN OVER- JUDGES GALACTIC 

CLYDE AND JOHN AND BONNIE UNJUSTLY REMOVED ON LIES! 
Hi Everyone, now we can all see the full picture unveiling itself.  
There is clearly a hostile take over of our international Tribunal 
that I co founded, instigated by the highly manipulative 
duplicitous Rima Liebow of which evidence now clearly shows is 
working slyly to systematically divide, conquer by inventing a 
made up pack of lies to remove Judges one by one, to crash the 
Tribunal entirely   

 
a) Since January, (please carefully read  and examine the list of 

emailed complaints about Rima Liebow of which I  I have 
forwarded to you. These emails are from previous Tribunal 
Judges who have all been picked off one by one and also unfairly 
removed without any due process or investigation or inquiry 
whatsoever. 

 
b) What is very telling is that we see instead Rima Liebow, Michael 

Zazzio and Ralph have elevated and self appointed themselves to 
senior positions in the Tribunal without  ANY electoral vote from 
the other Judges, no consultation seeking the opinion of any 
other Judges, and from even myself as a co Founder along with 
Alfred lambremont Webre.  

 
c) Rima Liebow, Ralph and Michael Zazzio have cunningly created 

an executive division of the Tribunal above ALL other Judges and 
installed themselves around Alfred as new 'executive' Tribunal 
decision makers. In short, they have cunningly REMOVED all 
other Judges from decision making process, and elevated 
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themselves above even me as the Co Founder then invented lies 
to push me out. I was not invited to give my opinion as to what I 
thought about this.  Where have we seen this type of red flag 
before... every single organization that seeks to help humanity 
has been infiltrated in this way. 

 
d) There is the move to remove those of us who have integrity, that 

can see these sly moves a mile away, they have made up pack of 
lies about non existent violations  in order to justify myself and 
others being removed. It is Rima, Michael and Ralph that need to 
be urgently removed before any more damage to the Tribunal is 
done. If these infiltrators are not immediately removed, they will 
remove you all and slyly nstall the very same corrupt people we 
are fighting against. 

 
e) Alfred is being heavily  manipulated to turn against everyone who 

actually cares about his wellbeing, not just as a Tribunal Judge 
but also as a dear  friend. He does not appear to realize that they 
are deliberately isolating him or that he is in immediate danger 
without  everyones collective intervention.  

 
f)  When you read the email below you will see there is an attempt to 

falsely malign me, now Galactic Clyde and John and Bonnie for 
simply trying to peacefully look at the facts to determine if what is 
being said about me is actually true or false. It was false. I was 
not even having the argument with Alfred it was Kemet, but they 
are trying to use me as their whipping boy to scape goat and 
remove me in order to seal their take over... 

 
 

g) The lies being told are designed to eliminate and take over my 
rights as the Co Founder of a Tribunal I worked extremely hard to 
create. In typical corrupt fashion we regularly see from those we 
are fighting against. Rima Liebow, Michael and Ralph think they 
can just move in and take over by getting Alfred to  tell a pack of 
lies to get rid of me as the founder and if we do not ALL make a 
stand as Judges, one by one you will all be removed too, leaving 
humanity with no hope and no where left to turn to for remedy. 

 
h) The mere fact Rima did not want there to be ANY inquiry, 

investigation or discussion in a peaceful  resolution forum proves 
we are dealing with someone who has no empathy .. Which is why 
she was against my suggestion to put in place safety and 
protection mechanisms for all the Judges.  

 
i) This my fellow Judges is NOT a Tribunal anymore, what we are 

seeing unfold is a cult like dictatorship whereby if anyone speaks 
out to follow any fair process, it will result in termination. I have 
forwarded you all a list of other Judges emails sounding the 
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alarm about Rima as far back as January 2021 When you read 
these emails you will see the same pattern over and over.  

 
j) I have worked with Judge Alfred closely for the last 6 years and 

NEVER before have we EVER had so much as a cross word let 
alone an argument. We have always worked together 
harmoniously with much love and respect for each other until the 
intervention of Rima and Co...Dividing Alfred and I has been 
carefully engineered to turn him against me. 

 
k) However, because we can all clearly see what Rima and co are 

engineering, I still have love for Alfred, and at this point I actually 
do not think he is actually even aware of what he is being 
manipulated into. So I am extremely worried for his safety right 
now. He is undoubtedly in extreme danger if we do not remove 
Rima and co. They are seeking to remove those of us who really 
love him until there is no-one left to look out for him at all. Then 
he will be all alone and at their mercy. 

 
l)  As everyone who attended the meeting yesterday can confirm, 

these fellow Judges Galactic Clyde, John and Bonnie also did 
nothing wrong whatsoever yet were swiftly removed on the say 
so of Judge Rima whose attempt to stop Judges attending the 
peaceful resolution meeting failed. Rima was desperate to block 
this meeting because she KNEW very well that her corrupt 
manipulative tactics to remove other Judges and myself as the Co 
Founder would become exposed. 

 
m) Previous Judges have flagged Rima up as a Zionist infiltrator . I 

don't know anything about her being a Zionist or whether that is 
even relevant, but Rima Liebow, Michael Zazzio and Ralph are 
most definitely Tribunal infiltrators. Rima Liebow has been at the 
Centre of the other unfair unwarranted removal of Judges and she 
must be removed before anymore Judges get removed. 

 
n) I have ONLY ever known Alfred Lambremont Webre to be a very 

fair man, and for this to now be happening it is clear he is being 
taken over and manipulated. I am very concerned about Alfred's 
life and safety as this is NOT the actions of the sweet man I know 
whatsoever.  

 
o) All Judges must now become aware that the Tribunal has sadly 

been infiltrated and taken over by Rima Ralph and Michael and 
unite and must act fast to remove and stop them  before they 
destroy all the hard work we have all put into this... Thank You. 
Seven:-)) XX  

 
p) See email  below removing Judge's Galactic Clyde John and 

Bonnie on grossly unwarranted grounds.. It is signed by Alfred, 
but there is no doubt this is the work of Rima Liebow, seeking to 
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punish Judges Galactic Clyde and John and Bonnie for daring to 
attend a peaceful resolution meeting. If this does not ring huge 
alarm bells to everyone and is not a mega red flag I do not know 
what to tell you all., Clearly this Tribunal has no Conscience 
whatsoever, because it is using then disregarding Judges like our 
time, money and energy means nothing. This is not on and must 
be stopped now before they destroy our work altogether.Please 
all be careful.  Much Divine Love and Light. 

 
114)   All provided accounts and testimonies from the Judges and witnesses 

in attendance of the peace and resolution conference realized the lies were 
being intentionally fabricated to tarnish and destroy Judge Lady Seven 
reputation in order to replace her with Tribunal infiltrators Rima Liebow, 
Michael Zazzio as the new Tribunal authority.  

 
115) You will see clear evidence of this by all subsequent emails from 

Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre being under their advice. Judge Alfred 
Lambremont Webre no longer speaks for himself which was also highly 
unusual behaviour. 

 
116) Here Entered into the Record : is email evidence from Tribunal 

Judge Lawrence Burnett  summarizing the conclusion after the peace and 
resolution conference confirming that the attempt to remove Judge Lady 
Seven was unlawful and unjust marked as exhibit (H-8) which states as 
follows:-  

 
 
 
 
 

DAMING EMAIL STATEMENT OF: Tribunal Judge Lawrence Burnett to 
all Tribunal Judges 

 
a) Greetings to all judges, It is unfortunate that the International tribunal has 

been disturbed in its tracks after all the great work that has been put in 
over a considerable amount of time. 

b) Since the tribunal began, on reflection, the working relationship between 
co-founders Alfred lambremont Webre and Lady Seven and their combined 
input to take the tribunal to where it is today is highly commendable, 
however, owing to the nature of the work that is involved, I expect that it 
would be highly unlikely that the two co-founders would suddenly be out of 
sync and caught up in a dispute which I see as totally uncharacteristic of 
both Judge Webre and Judge Seven. 

c) I have known Lady Seven for more than 20 years and I know her to be a 
woman of integrity, I would not say that she is discourteous, negative or 
unproductive but quite the opposite to that,  yet this unnecessary dispute, 
is diverting attention away from what the essence of the tribunal is all 
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about, whilst precious time and lives are being lost with the future of 
mankind hanging in the balance. 

d) Judges of a tribunal must exercise composure and professionalism, and in 
any given dispute, complaint/disagreement, it must be approached through 
a fair process of engaging dialogue in an open court session so that all 
parties can parley to enable all judges to arrive at a decision to establish 
dispute resolution, however in the case of Judge Seven, a 
totally unexpected decision was made and no due process had taken place. 

e) Lady Seven is a woman who has employed a continuous determined effort 
in her quest for justice, not just for herself in her colossal legal battle, but 
she has worked on behalf of others as well, to the point of establishing as a 
co- founder, the international tribunal.  Both Alfred and seven have worked 
tirelessly for the cause, the tribunal is a landmark work for the good of 
mankind, in terms of our freedoms, justice, equality and the future of 
humanity. 

f) All judges who attended the tribunal Tuesday 20.04.21 agreed that there 
were no grounds for the removal of Lady Seven, It has been clearly 
established that all judges in attendance acknowledged that Lady Seven 
had nothing to do with the verbal exchange between Judge Kemet and 
Judge Webre,  however, it resulted in a sudden decision to have Lady Seven 
removed and that is confusing the matter further, in that if there is 
any authority to talk about (as mentioned in the email), it would be none 
other than the authority of Lady Seven and Alfred Webre as co-founder 
judges of the tribunal. 

g) To be irrevocably removed from the tribunal 1, a judge would have to be in 
violation/breach of any afore said/agreed conditions, or, 2, because the 
judge may have been grossly discourteous and showing a lack of respect for 
other judges and the mission of the tribunal which would be totally 
unacceptable and inappropriate, however in this instant that is clearly not 
the case concerning Lady Seven.     

h) I conclude that on the basis that there is no evidence whatsoever to 
remotely suggest that judge Seven had displayed a ‘’repeated pattern of 
unacceptable, unproductive, and negative behaviours undermining the 
authority, effectiveness, and efficient function of this Tribunal of 
Conscience’’ at any time during any session, there are no warranted, 
credible or justifiable grounds for the removal of judge Seven. 

i) The words that have been used to portray judge Seven’s conduct come 
across as irrational, inconceivable and one-sided and in my view, the 
sudden decision to remove judge Seven from the tribunal, is not only 
unfair, but grossly unethical, and considering the focus, time and effort that 
Lady Seven has put into the tribunal, there is no question in my mind that 
the claims against her could not be further from the truth, they are false 
and unsubstantiated. 
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j) It is our collective consciousness that will determine our future, 
which I know we all whole heartedly believe, is for a peaceful 
world free from terrorism, fear, slavery, war, racism, threats, 
punishments, bullying and extortion in a word tyranny. 

k) If our consciousness is submerged in hate, dishonesty, egotism, 
vanity, greed, division and selfishness, inflicting pain and 
suffering and hurting others that is what our everyday reality will 
be, so we all need to collectively raise our consciousness to a 
higher level in order to rise above/dismiss every negative obstacle 
that presents itself, to enable us to achieve our goal in the 
struggle of the conscious revolution. 

l) I believe that most of our collective thoughts, rest upon the idea 
that we as a species are supposed to be civilized and working 
collectively to make our world a better place, to condemn slavery, 
discredit and outlaw racism, and once and for all put a final end to 
tyranny and war and harmoniously come together for the greater 
good of all the inhabitants of planet earth, however, sadly the 
pandemic has placed an obstacle in the way of our achieving that 
ultimate goal of all the people of the world working collectively on 
coming together, composed as one with one heart, one mind, one 
aim and one desire for peace and harmony in our world that 
incorporates all the things that peace and harmony on this planet 
on every level entails, those ideals essentially being, freedom, 
justice and equality for all.   We are all striving to make this world a 
better place. Lawrence Burnett. 

 

 

m) Here Entered into the Record: is email evidence from Tribunal Judge 
Lawrence Burnett to Judge Alfred Lambermont Webre regarding the 
falsified lies about Judge Lady Seven and unjust removals of  Galactic 
Clyde and Johna and Bonnie Mitchell marked as exhibit (H-9) which 
states as follows:-  

 
DAMING EMAIL STATEMENT OF: Tribunal Judge Lawrence Burnett to 
Alfred Lambremont Webre and all Tribunal Judges 

 

a) Dear Alfred, Thank you for your response I appreciate the time that 
you have taken to respond to my mail,  

b) however what you have stated regarding Lady Seven is so far removed 
from the honourable woman I have come to know and trust over the 
last 20 years,  

c) which was also reiterated by every other judge and attendee at 
the peaceful peace and resolution zoom conference facilitated by the 
Garvey village 20.04.2021 
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d) to which yourself was invited and was more than welcome to take the 
opportunity to share your views 

e)  and I might add that despite what Lady Seven has unfairly been 
subjected to,  

f) she maintained her dignity and continued to refer to yourself with love 
and high esteem throughout yet for what she has contributed to the 
tribunal as co-founder her treatment she has received is far from the 
respect she is owed and deserves in return. 

g) I also viewed several interviews and sat on tribunals hearings with 
Seven and other judges and Seven was courteous and respectful to 
everyone she spoke to,  

h) and from what I recall Lady Seven was very productive and 
constructive, generating ideas which even inspired me to write a few 
verses for.   

i) To date in my 20 years of knowing Lady Seven, she has always carried 
herself with dignity and exercised courtesy and consideration for 
others,  

j) I am deeply saddened to learn that Galactic Clyde as well as John and 
Bonnie were also unfairly removed as tribunal judges following the 
peaceful peace and resolution zoom conference.  

k) In respect of your offer knowing her as well as I do any honourable 
person would naturally take that as further to injury.   I wish you well 
in your endeavours Best regards Lawrence Burnett  

 
 
THE MADE UP LIES ABOUT TRIBUNAL JUDGES TO SYSTEMATICALLY 
REMOVE THEM  
 

117)  They tried to remove Judge Lady Seven the Tribunals co-founder in 
the exact same unlawful fashion as the former expert Tribunal Judges Dr 
Rebello and Dr Ingri Cassell, followed by removals of Clyde Harris and John 
and Bonnie Mitchell.  

 
118) Given that it was Rima Liebow who wrote an email advising/warning 

all Tribunal Judges not to attend the Peace and Resolution conference 
(because she knew she would become fully exposed) there is no question that 
it was this very same woman also behind the corrupt removals of co-founder 
Judge Lady Seven and then also subsequently Galactic Clyde, John and 
Bonnie Mitchell 21st April 2021. Proving that since January 2021, there has 
been complaint after complaint about Rima Liebow’s systematic manipulation 
and corruption of Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre but instead of waking up 
realizing what is happening, and removing Rima Liebow and her co-
conspirators, he has put her in the administration team where she can carry out 
even more toxic vindictive lies, chaos and destruction. 
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ATEMPTS TO ALSO REMOVE 5G WEAPONS EXPERT Mark Steele 
 

119)  There were also repeated attempts to also have 5G weapons expert 
Mark Steele removed, however on those occasions Judge Lady Seven stepped 
in and   proved allegations against him also to be groundless.  

 
ALL COMPLAINTS WERE ALWAYS ABOUT Rima Liebow  
 

120) Let the record accurately now reflect that evidence and testimonies 
herein from the period of January 2021 until the present time, all prior 
complaints were being directly made about manipulation and corruption 
coming from either Rima Liebow or Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre’s 
actions. Evidence shows that not one of the legitimate complaints were ever 
about Judge Lady Seven nor any other Judge.  

 
THE COMPLETE CHANGE IN PERSONALITY AND BEHAVIOUR OF 
Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre 
 

121) Judge Alfred although very much a highly respected figure 
internationally, it is also complained that he has repeatedly yelled at and 
insulted equally highly respected people. He has suspiciously signed off 
multiple emails with falsely concocted allegations about others, whilst failing 
to acknowledge and address his own insulting and deeply offensive behaviour. 

 
122) His arguments were always without cause or provocation and initially 

were attributed to Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre’s stressful heavy Tribunal 
work-load and senior age. Usually it was Judge Lady Seven who apologised 
on his behalf even though she never got any thanks or acknowledgement for 
doing so until Judge Lady Seven saw that the evidence pointed to outright 
corruption. 

123) It is important to stress that there are no reported incidents of Judge 
Alfred having arguments with anyone during his prior five years working 
closely together with Judge Lady Seven. His current behaviour is deemed 
completely out of character. During the prior five years working together, 
Judge Alfred was known and respected as an extremely kind lovely very 
professional man.  

 
124) Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre has morphed into toxic negative 

paranoid character who appears to be being controlled and manipulated puppet 
and master fashion by those who he claims are his advisors Rima Liebow, 
Ralph Fucetolla and Michael Zazzio signalling that something much more 
sinister and nefarious is going on behind the scenes. 

 
125) More often than not, powerful organizations such as this Tribunal start 

out with the noble quest of protecting humanity, but sooner or later become 
infiltrated and compromised by greedy unscrupulous people, who engineer for 
the founders and members to become pitted against each other, until they 
bring the entire organization to the ground. This is what appears to be 
happening here. 
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126) People do not just suddenly switch personalities and become ruthless 
tyrannical megalomaniacal abusers of power and corrupt dictators overnight. 
Nor do they just start turning on those who care for their wellbeing. By the 
same token, people do not ruthlessly tread on people for power unless secretly 
huge monetary deals are also involved. 

 
127) From all testimonies, it is obvious there are extremely sinister 

nefarious hidden forces are at work behind the scenes manipulating and 
engineering the corruption. It is quite possible, and more than likely that those 
involved in the Tribunals infiltration and destruction, are the very same 
deepstate manipulators in the case Judge Lady Seven won..  Because they 
have been engineering this type of abuse in her life for the last 18 years.  

 
128) Judge Alfred has blindly put himself in a position whereby he has 

become his own worse enemy. He does not appear to recognise he is being 
manipulated and controlled by sharks and vulture’s who have intentionally 
alienated and removed him from all those he knew and once trusted to his own 
detriment and danger. He was warned by Judge Lady Seven as to what would 
unfold with the corrupt people controlling events from the executive 
administration team, but has refused to listen and heed the warnings. Instead 
of getting himself unstuck, he lashes out against those trying to alert him to the 
truth. He himself has become extremely deceitful and corrupt. 

 
EMAILS OF EXHIBITS PROVIDING FURTHER EVIDENTIAL PROOF OF 
THE SHOCKING LEVEL OF CORRUPTION  
 

129) An example of yet another emailed complaint sent to ALL Tribunal Judges is 
from a man named John Christina who was verbally abused for declining 
Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre’s invitation to become a Tribunal Judge. 
Notice it is dated April 6th 2021 during the same period of the systematic 
defamation, slander and unjust removals of Judge Lady Seven, Clyde Harris, 
and John and Bonnie Mitchell. This man’s experience is indicative of the toxic 
abusive culture of extreme ego and arrogance and total disregard and 
disrespect for others that has since spiralled out of control.  

 

130) Here Entered for the Record is John Cristina’s emailed evidence is copied 
verbatim and marked as exhibit (I-1) and states as follows:-  

 

a) Alfred Lambremont Webre's defamation and angry man 
actions - WITH ATTACHMENT - on proposed Tribunal of 
Conscience   

 
b) Dear Tribunal Judges This email is to politely decline the 

invitation to be a tribunal judge on Alfred Lambremont Webre’s 
(“Alfred”) Tribunal of Conscience that he offered me the 
opportunity when he was invited to be a guest with the European 
Coalition Task Force (“ECTF”). Alfred invited me to make a 
presentation to the judges listed here on this email list (and all 
judges here received that email) on February 26, 2021. Alfred 
invited me again one week ago on March 29, 2021. I politely and 
professionally declined. 
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c) Alfred Lambremont Webre then responded by attacking me and 

defaming me and calling me “Mind Controlled” and part of “Deep 
State.” All because I declined. I am notifying you because from my 
experience with Alfred Lambremont Webre last week, I believe he 
will lie to you and libel me. Then you might libel me based on 
Alfred’s defamation. It is not a defense to repeat defamation, even 
if you believe it. 

 
d) My evidence is: 1) Attached emails as Exhibits A through D. 2) A 

judge here, Magnus Olsson, was a witness to all correspondence. 3) 
I declare under penalty of perjury all information is true and 
correct. 

 
e) You know what is ironic? He is acting like the deep state by calling 

me part of it. Because he is calling me that because I did not do 
what he asked (basically now we know “ordered”). I was the 
opposite. I was not mind controlled as I decided for myself what I 
want to spend my time on. 

 
f) He not only wanted me to think like him. He wanted me to do what 

he told me. When I declined, he said that I was mind controlled. 
But can’t I make my own decisions? Not according to Alfred 
Lambremont Webre. But I can and I did. 

 
g) Evidence of Alfred’s opinion of Jack Christiana (Exhibit A) After 

Alfred had a dispute with a member of the European Coalition 
Task Force, Alfred wrote an email (Exhibit A) and terminated his 
relationship with ECTF. Then he invited me, Jack Christiana, to 
contact him to discuss being a judge on the Tribunal of 
Conscience. 

 
h) Evidence of Jack Christiana’s ONLY two responses (Exhibits B 

and C) After the discussion of the Tribunal, Jack Christiana 
politely declined to be a judge and write a Tribunal of Conscience 
complaint. I decided that I do not have time at this time and I need 
to spend my time on more effective means as I have a waiting list 
of activism and lawsuits to file. More reasons are in the email. 
Alfred could have accepted that and said maybe at a later date. 

 
i) Evidence of Alfred Lambremont Webre’s defamation and angry 

man response (Exhibit D) 
 

j) But instead, he said: “You at ECTF - Jax D., Bobbi, and Jack C. - 
have fulfilled every stereotype of the broken-souled, fragmented 
psyche, mind controlled asset of the Deep State - unable to sustain 
professional trusting relationships with other organizations.” “The 
two Jaxcks have acted at the service of the Mind Control Deep 
state.” 
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k) That is an attack on me and actionable tortious defamatory 
statements. For Alfred Lambremont Webre to accuse me of being 
mind-controlled deep state – because – he was not able to mind 
control me – is classic behavior of the deep state. 

 
l) I also question his supposed law degree because he said I defamed 

him – and any first year law student would know that I did not. 
Secondly, he defamed me and I have the choice of litigation at my 
pleasure against him and if any of his cohorts participate. 

 
m) Also, he made a false accusation that I committed a tort by not 

sending him an email when he demanded it. That is so funny. We 
have no business relationship. Actually, I was the one 
that did advise Alfred that the proposed plaintiff for his tribunal 
thinks his tribunal is basically a waste of time. Duty to send email? 
Oh my. Here, let me try that. I request – all you judges - you send 
me all emails that Alfred has sent you. It appears that according to 
Alfred’s thinking, if you do not, you can be sued in court. 

 
n) I write to you with respect. I would think you would want to know 

the behavior of Alfred Lambremont Webre on the very subject of 
being a judge of a Tribunal of Conscience. We may work together 
in the future or see each other at our targeting exposure victory 
party. I have much planned ahead in the next few months. I will 
advise. Sincerely, John “Jack” Christiana 

 
o) PS Alfred, this has been proofed for defamation (including this 

sentence), as I always do, but you probably disagree, which shows 
your lack of legal knowledge. 

p) Attached – 4 emails 24-hour period: EXHIBIT A – Monday March 
29, 2021 12:32 pm - Alfred invites Jack Christiana to be judge. 
EXHIBIT B – Monday March 29, 2021 4:41 pm – Jack Christiana 
politely declines. EXHIBIT C – Monday March 29, 2021 8:13 pm – 
Jack Christiana politely explains. EXHIBIT D – Tuesday March 
30, 2021 10:15 am – Alfred defamation and anger toward Jack. 

 
131) Because these complaints have all been overlooked for the last six 

months, the corruption has progressively worsened.  
 
132) Here Entered into the Record : Is the delusional email copied 

verbatim proving that Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre continued to 
email  out lies to Tribunal Judges knowing what he stated was complete 
fabrication to intentionally keep all other unaware Tribunal Judges 
confused and deceived about his involvement in corruption and 
mistreatment of multiple honourable Tribunal Judges exhibit is marked 
as (J-1) 

 
DAMING EMAIL STATEMENT OF: Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre 
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a) Thank you Alanna for your resignation as a Tribunal Judge from 
the Peaceinspace.org Tribunal, which is duly noted and is your 
free will choice. As you made a statement with regard to the origin 
of the Tribunal logo as claimed by John and Bonnie Mitchell, that 
is a false narrative made by John and Bonnie Mitchell among 
many to this Tribunal. It was This Tribunal that searches and 
found that standard Logo pattern and sent it to John and Bonnie 
with written instructions that this was the new logo of the 
Tribunal.  

 
b) The Tribunal is sorry if you have based your resignation on a false 

narrative by John and Bonnie. Discernment is a key in the judicial 
process 

 
c) The same False narrative is being repeated by Leo Rebello in 

stating that Judge Dr. Rima Laibow and myself Coordinating 
Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre conspired to exclude him from 
the Tribunal. Leo Rebello removed himself from the Tribunal 
through disruptive and racist language against another Tribunal 
Judge  

 
d) The Tribunal reminds Tribunal Judges that you are under the Oath 

you took as a Tribunal Judge at all times with regard to Tribunal 
matters on this Tribunal of Conscience which includes Tribunal 
mailing list threads such as these. 

 
e) OATH OF OFFICE: “"I affirm as a Tribunal Judge of the Natural 

and Common Law Tribunal for Public Health and Justice that to 
the best of my ability I will render Justice using Natural Law, 
Common Law, International Criminal Code, and Social Law." 
Source http://www.peaceinspace.org 

 
f) This Tribunal of Conscience is not an encounter group, or a 

networking group. It is a Natural and Common Law Tribunal for 
Public Health and Justice for the Genocidal Pandemic. Its Tribunal 
Judges are under oath at all times as members of the Tribunal and 
the following actions have been taken in contempt of court of the 
Tribunal contrary to oath of office as Judges and fuelled by 
FalseNarratives: -  

 
g) The emails of John and Bonnie of May 10-11, 2021 - The emails of 

Leo Rebello of May 10-11, 2021 - The unlawful contempt of court 
gathering of Tribunal Judges at Auntie Jane’s Zoom gathering 
under a False narrative created by Judge Seven 

 
h) False Narrative created by Judge Seven - Following an 

Administrative Committee Meeting of the Tribunal on Monday 
April 12, 2021 I was directed to serve upon the Prime Minister and 
Government of the Island Nation of St Vincent BWI a Tribunal 
Cease and Desist order of COVID measures as the government 
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was requiring COVID jabs to board evacuation liners from the 
volcanic eruption of LaSoufriere and to enter government 
shelters, according to reliable reports.  As coordinating Judge I 
did so at: https://exopolitics.blogs.com/files/st.-vincent---order-to-
cease-desist---covid-vaccination-genetic-biowarfare-1.pdf  

 
i) Meanwhile with no authorization from the Administrative 

Committee of the Tribunal, Judge Judge Seven concurrently 
began a non-judicial networking meeting of indefinite agenda and 
duration that included personal friends and associates of hers not 
associated with the Tribunal and persons who were no subject to 
the discipline of a Tribunal of Conscience Oath of Office 
Enforcement Procedures such as must be adhered to in the 
Enforcement of a Natural and Common Law Order of Our Tribunal 

 
j) Without notice I was, as coordinating Judge, brought into this 

unlawful and improper non judicial proceeding and subjected to 
hostile cross-examination by hostile non-Judge personal friends 
of Judge Seven as witnessed and testified to me later by 
independent Tribunal Judges such as Judges Hodayah Baht-
Israel, who has been familiar with Auntie Jane’s center and Judge 
Seven’s clique of personal non- Judge friends.  

 
k) SUSPENSION OF JUDGE SEVEN AS A TRIBUNAL JUDGE - 

Following this incident of Judge Seven’s disruptive contempt of 
Court attack that also included her attacks upon our fellow 
Common-Law networks in Canada, such as the OAK network 
which the Oak network reported to us,  Judge Seven was duly 
suspended by the Tribunal because this was the latest in a series 
of destabilizing and destructive events Judge Seven engaged in, 
in violation of her Judicial Oath, according to the Administrative 
Committee of Judges that includes Judges Dr. Rima Laibow MD 

 
l) Judge Seven, whom this coordinating Judge has interviewed for 

over five years, is a self-acknowledged TI targeted individual who 
has stated she possesses remote-activated. implants “in her 
eyes”. From the vast literature on TIs, it is known that the Deep 
State controllers of TI implants activate these implants to induce 
behaviours in the TIs such as Seven that destabilize the 
organizations they are affiliated with. This has been the case with 
Judge Seven a number of times, most recently with the Tribunal’s 
service of a Cease and Desist Order on the Government of St 
Vincent. Thus Judge Seven created the anomalous non-judicial 
hostile networking event that has resulted in ongoing  (a) hostile 
attacks among Judges, based on False Narratives ( 

 
m) b) an unlawful event at Auntie Jane in contempt of court, based 

on False narratives where even a hostile personal friend of Seven 
was termed a “Judge”  
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n) (c) a diversion of energy away from the Tribunal’s mission of 
Enforcement of its Orders under oath and Common Law  
THEREFORE, given that innocent bystander Tribunal Judges such 
as  - Alanna Siemens  - Canada - Dr. Kevin Corbett – UK are 
resigning now due to the cognitive dissonance caused by the 
False Narratives stemming from the unlawful contempt of court 
event triggered by Judge Seven and compounded By the False 
narrative event at Auntie Jean’s  

 
o) THIS TRIBUNAL CALLS UPON ANY AND ALL TRIBUNAL JUDGES 

SUPPORTING THE FALSE NARRATIVES, VIOLATION OF OATH, 
AND CONTEMPT OF COURT OF JUDGES SEVEN AND JOHN & 
BONNIE TO DO THE RIGHT THING LIKE JUDGES ALANNA 
SIEMENS & DR KEVIN CORBETT AND RESIGN AS TRIBUNAL 
JUDGES BY 6amPacific Time Thursday May 13, 2021 OR BE 
STRUCK PERMANENTLY FROM TRIBUNAL ROLLS FOR 
VIOLATION OF OATH  By the Peaceinspace.org Tribunal  Alfred 
Lambremont Webre  Coordinating Judge  May 11, 2021 

 
133) From the previous evidence exhibited it is clear that the above email 

notice provided by Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre is constructed full of lies 
from start to finish to falsely slander and defame Judge Lady Seven, John and 
Bonnie Mitchell.   

 
134) Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre creates a new version of events and  

deliberately omits to mention that it was he who had requested to arrange the  
St Vincent meeting whereby he ended up arguing with Kemet Imani as seen in 
Kemet Imani’s own testimony in her email exhibited marked as (F-1) 

 
135) We see that nowhere does Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre mention 

that the meeting was destroyed because he destroyed it, nobody else arguing 
with Kemet Imani, knowing that Judge Lady Seven did not argue with anyone 
so had nothing to do with any of it. This was a desperate attempt to smear 
Judge Lady Seven in order to justify removing her as the Tribunals co-
founder, but in doing so they have justified removing themselves.  

 
136) Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre also conveniently also omits to 

mention in his new version of events that the meeting with Garvey Village 
was factually arranged by Tribunal Judge Galactic Clyde (as a company 
director at Garvey Village) for other Tribunal Judges  as is clearly seen in his 
exhibited email marked as (H-1 ) and it was NOT Judge Lady Seven, 

 
137)  Yet we see Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre again filling pages of an 

email with totally fabricated made up lies focused upon desperately trying to 
defame Judge Lady Seven, he does not factually mention that the meeting was 
for all Tribunal Judges including himself. This email displays the extent Judge 
Alfred Webre has gone to with his lies and for doing so, he and his 
administration team have proven themselves entirely corrupt, unfit for purpose 
as Tribunal Judges and people never ever to be trusted by anyone ever again.  
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138) We clearly see it is Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre who is attacking 
Judge’s Lady Seven, John and Bonnie by writing an entire email with absolute 
lies from start to finish. 

 
139) Let the true record reflect that Judge Lady Seven had just escaped an 

attempted murder plot so was completely offline and had not spoken to 
anyone. Everything stated about her arranging the Garvey Village meeting 
with friends and attacking the Oak Network is another made up fabrication 
Judge Lady Seven has had no communication with the Oak Network 
whatsoever. 

 
140) Let the record also reflect that the peace and resolution conference held 

by the Garvey Village was attended by Tribunal Judges NOT Judge Lady 
Seven’s friends. This is another lie proving that this was intentional malicious 
slander, defamation and slander.  

 
141) The fact that Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre does not even mention 

Tribunal Judge Clyde Harris (just like he did in his email to Kemet Imani)  
and had focused entirely upon fabricating lies about Judge Lady Seven, proves 
that he set out to deceive the recipients of the emails for intentionally deceitful 
manipulative corrupt purposes. 

 
142) Here Entered into the Record: is email reply to Judge Alfred 

Lambremont Webre from Tribunal Judges John and Bonnie Mitchell 
marked as exhibit (J-2)  

 
DAMING EMAIL STATEMENT OF: Tribunal Judges John and Bonnie 
Mitchell replying to lies written by Judge Alfred Lambermont Webre  
 

a) “The Tribunal is sorry if you have based your resignation on a 
false narrative by John and Bonnie. Discernment is a key in the 
judicial process” You are calling us liars here Alfred and I can 
prove it is YOU who is lying. This is defamation of character and 
libel. You must WANT to be sued? 

 
b) I, John Mitchell, have the screen recording of every single "judge" 

zoom meeting that we attended. If I were to edit all the parts 
together where, this user of people, Alfred Webre is frustrated, 
screaming, telling freakish tall tales and generally behaving like a 
moron...it would not look good, to say the least.  

 
c) Furthermore, such a video would also prove that the narrative you 

call "false" is in fact the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the 
truth. You Alfred are a blatant liar and are about to be taken to 
school. 

 
d) If my people send me just one more email where Alfred Webre has 

made the imbecilic choice to disrespect and slander my wife, 
Bonnie and/or me the following will happen and swiftly. In fact, if 
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you so much as include Bonnie's name or my name in ANY email 
from this point forward you are done Alfred. 

 
e) I will lodge a formal complaint against the King Alfred Club posing 

as a tribunal with the I.C.C. and file a U.C.C. lawsuit for slander 
and libel against Bonnie and myself by Alfred Lambermont Webre 
and his so called tribunal and ANYONE who volleys that email 
with him.  

 
f) I will edit and render the most damning video anyone has ever 

seen against Alfred Lambermont Webre and make both the video 
and the court filing for slander and libel, public information on 
every Internet platform available.  

 
g) YOU Alfred, are playing with matches and are about to get 

burned. UNLESS YOU DESIRE A BLACK EYE, DO NOT TEST MY 
REACH!!! Most Sincerely, John: of the family Mitchell US Navy veteran 
of foreign war US Merchant Marine retired 

 
 

143) Everything stated about John and Bonnie Mitchell and co-founder 
Judge Lady Seven was defamation and deceit. Making it clear that Judge 
Alfred Lambremont has been compromised and thus has been falsely lying 
about Judges for the deep state. 

 
144) Here Entered into the Record: Is email from Tribunal co-founder 

Judge Lady Seven this exhibit is marked as (J-3) May 13th 2021  
 
 
DAMING EMAIL STATEMENT OF : Tribunal co-founder Judge Lady Seven  
replying to lies written by Judge Alfred Lambermont Webre  
 

a) TO ALL TRIBUNAL JUDGES  AS A TRIBUNAL CO-FOUNDER 
LET THE RECORD OF TRUTH & FACTS REFLECT 

 
b) 1) First I was apparently  'REMOVED'  & TERMINATED' 

'IRREVOCABLY' (AS TRIBUNAL CO FOUNDER), for setting up 
a meeting to help St Vincent victims WHICH I WAS 
REQUESTED TO  DO BY Alfred Lambremont Webre CO - 
FOUNDER  (NOT FOUNDER) using a fabricated bunch of 
BLATANT  MADE UP NON EXISTENT VIOLATIONS (LIES)  I 
NEVER ACTUALLY DID .  

 
c) YOU DO REALIZE THAT LYING, FALSELY ACCUSING & 

MAKING UP  FICTICIOUS DELUSIONAL VIOLATIONS  
AGAINST A CO- FOUNDER OF EQUAL AUTHORITY  WHO 
ACTUALLY DID ABSOLUTELY  NOTHING BUT HONOR WHAT 
Alfred Lambremont Webre  HIMSELF HAD REQUESTED FOR 
ME TO DO 24 HOURS BEFOREHAND,, IN ITSELF IS A 
SERIOUS VIOLATION,  
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d) and as a Attorney of Law should know  AMOUNTS TO 

'DEFAMTION OF CHARACTER', 'MALICIOUS SLANDER' AND 
'LIBEL' ,  YOU ARE WARNED TO 'CEASE AND DESIST' ANY 
MORE OF YOUR SCANDALOUS VIOLATIONS AGAINST ME 
AND ANY OTHER TRIBUNAL JUDGES 

 
e) 2) According to the GODLESS BULLSHIT  LIES written 

ATTEMPTING TO TARNISH MY NAME - ' MY ALWAYS 
SPEAKING TO PEOPLE WITH LOVE, DIGNITY AND RESPECT  
CALMLY AND PROFFESSIONALLY WITHIN MEETINGS 
APPARENTLY NOW  CONSITUTES AS BEING 'DISRUPTIVE', 

 
f)  AND ON THE OTHER HAND Alfred Lambremont Webre  

'YELLING, SCREAMING AND ARGUING' WITH PEOPLE IN 
PROFESSIONAL  MEETINGS CONSTITUTES BEING  A 
PROFESSIONAL  RATIONALTRIBUNAL JUDGE?   

 
g) AND A TRIBUNAL JUDGE Galactic Clyde (NOT ME) SETTING 

UP AND  INVITING 'ALL TRIBUNAL  JUDGES' (INCLUDING 
Alfred )TO COME TOGETHER IN PEACE AND LOVE IS 
'DISRUPTIVE AND A CONSPIRACY EVEN THOUGH ALL 
TRIBUNAL JUDGES  WERE OPENLY INVITED  ?  

 
h) DESPITE TRIBUNAL JUDGE Galactic Clyde sending ALL 

JUDGES A EMAILED INVITATION,  THIS SITUATION WAS 
TWISTED INTO MAKING IT APPEAR THAT I SET UP THIS 
MEETING AT GARVEY VILLIAGE WITH 'MY FRIENDS' IN SOME 
FORM OF CONSPIRACY.. AGAIN TO FALSELY MALIGN ME IN 
FUTHER ATTEMPTS TO TARNISH MY NAME TO MAKE ME 
APPEAR OTHER THAN I ACTUALLY AM... HOW WICKED AND 
EVIL....  

 
i) BUT IN Alfred's opinion, CIRCULATING MADE UP LIES AND 

REPEATEDLY YELLING AT PEOPLE AT THE TOP OF HIS 
LUNGS AT PROFESSIONAL MEETINGS  IS NOT A 
CONSPRACY OF HIS OWN MAKING OR BEING RECKLESS 
AND DISRUPTIVE? I DO HOPE YOU ARE SEEING HOW  
RIDICULOUS YOU ARE MAKING YOURSELF LOOK TO 
RATIONAL LEVEL HEADED PEOPLE... 

 
j) 3) Sadly for you Alfred, the attempt to FALSELY ACCUSE ME 

TO TARNISH MY NAME & REPUTATION  using FABRICATED 
LIES,  has only TARNISHED YOUR OWN.. (&  EQUALLY THAT 
OF YOUR HANDLERS) OPEN YOUR EYES, EVERYONE CAN 
SEE YOU ARE BEING MANIPULATED BY YOUR HANDLERS 
EXCEPT YOU... 

 
k) 4) I ASKED FOR A WRITTEN APOLOGY WEEKS AGO WHERE 

IS IT???  IF YOU HAVE ANY DECENCY, HUMILITY OR 
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CONSCIENCE LEFT YOU WILL NOT HESITATE TO SINCERELY 
APOLOGIZE TO NOT JUST ME AS CO-FOUNDER AND 
SOMEONE WHO ACTUALLY GENUINELY LOVED AND CARED 
ABOUT YOU, BUT EVERY OTHER  TRIBUNAL JUDGE YOU 
QUITE FRANKLY HAVE ABUSED!  

 
l) THERE WILL BE NO SCAPEGOATS TO COVER FOR YOUR 

BRINGING THE ENTIRE TRIBUNAL INTO DISREPUTE BY 
YOUR REPEATED MINDLESS UNSTABLE RECKLESS 
MISCONDUCT...  

 
m) YOU HAVE TURNED THE TRIBUNAL INTO A CIRCUS 

LAUGHING STOCK.. AFTER ALL THE HARD WORK WE ALL 
PUT IN, YOU ARE THROWING IT DOWN THE RIVER... 

 
n) 5) AFTER ALREADY FALSELY ACCUSING AND LYING TO 

'REMOVE ME 'IRREVOCABLY' AS CO-FOUNDER OF CO-
AUTHORITY,  IN ANOTHER EMAIL THAT WAS SENT TO 
KEMET IMANI, AND TRIBUNAL JUDGE Lawrence Burnett 
STATING  "I COULD DO THE TRIBUNAL'S PUBLICITY' (FOR 
FREE)  WITH THE INDIGENOUS TRIBESMAN FROM THE 
VOLCANO DESTROYED ISLAND OF ST VINCENT, THAT I HAD 
NEVER ACTUALLY MET BEFORE IN MY LIFE ???  AS IF THEY 
WERE DOING ME A FAVOUR?? ARE YOU SERIOUS??  

o) WE NOW HAVE TO ASK IF YOU ARE SECRETLY A RACIST TO 
ATTEMPT TO UNDERMIND AND BELITTLE US IN SUCH A 
DISRESPECFUL WAY)  WHAT AN ABSOLUTE CHEEK!!  

 
p) PLEASE NEVER FORGET I AM THE TRIBUNALS  CO-

FOUNDER OF EQUAL AUTHORITY TO YOU Alfred,  I AM NOT 
YOUR SUBORDINATE OR NFERIOR (B)LACKY DARLING... 

 
q)  PLEASE DO NOT EVER EVER EVER MISTAKE ME FOR YOUR 

PERSONAL 'WHIPPING BOY' OR FOOL.. NEVER THINK YOU 
CAN TALK DOWN TO  ME LIKE I AM YOUR PERSONAL 
RUNNER...  

 
r) IF WE DO NOT GET A SERIOUS APOLOGY WE WILL KNOW 

EXACTLY WHO YOU REALLY ARE... 
 

s) 4) NOW THE LASTEST IN A LONG LIST OF RECKLESS HIGHLY 
UNSTABLE DELUSIONAL IRRATIONAL OFFENCES  IS  
'DESPITE EVERYONE ALREADY HAVING READ THE 
MALICIOUSLY CIRCULATED EMAILS TO FORCEBLY REMOVE 
ME AS CO-FOUNDER, NOW, BACK PEDDLING CLAIMS THAT I 
WAS ONLY EVER SUSPENDED'(ANOTHER BLATANT  LIE)   

 
t) ( FOR OFFENSES  Alfred HIMSELF HAD DONE YELLING 

UNPROFESSIONALLY AGAIN AT YET ANOTHER MEETING) 
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AND NOW YOU REQUIRE MY RESIGNATION BY TODAY THE 
13TH MAY 2021 ??  ARE YOU SERIOUS??  

 
u) REMEBER I AM ACTUALLY THE TRIBUNAL'S CO-FOUNDER 

DARLING NOT YOUR' SCAPEGOAT (B)LACKY 'WHIPPING 
BOY' OR YES WOMAN'   

 
v) LET THE RECORD REFLECT 'YOU WILL GET ABSOLUTELY 

NO RESIGNATION' FROM ME! AS THE CHIEF 
TROUBLEMAKER, DISRUPTOR & VIOLATOR YOURSELF, IT IS 
YOU WHO SHOULD RESIGN MY LOVE & TAKE YOUR 
DEEPSTATE INFILTRATOR HANDLERS WITH YOU... 

 
w) THE FACTS PROVE I DID ABSOLUTELY NOTHING WRONG 

AND EVERYTHING  YOU FABRICATED AND CIRCULATED 
WAS YOUR OWN  WICKED TOXIC INVENTION, WHEREAS, ON 
THE OTHER HAND THERE IS A LONG ENDLESS LIST OF 
COMPLAINTS ABOUT YOUR OWN RECKLESS DISRUPTIONS 
BECAUSE YOU ARE FAILING TO ACKNOWLEDGE THAT IT IS 
YOU WHO HAS NOW WRONGED MANY PEOPLE... 

 
x) My Beloved Alfred Lambremont Webre have you really  done 

all that amazing iconic work for decades to now become 
known as a LOW VIBRATIONAL, TOXIC, BACK STABBER, 
LIAR, DECIEVER, USER  AND YET ANOTHER CORRUPT 
'ABUSER OF POWER' TO THOSE WHO ACTUALLY LOVED 
AND SUPPORTED YOU??? 

 
y) YOU HAVE DELIBERATELY FALSIFIED & CIRCULATED LIES 

ABOUT ME Alfred, whilst I ALWAYS HONOURED AND 
RESPECTED YOU, AND IN DOING SO, YOU HAVE SERVERLY 
INSULTED & WRONGED ME AS WELL AS MANY OTHER 
TRIBUNAL JUDGES,. WHAT IS EVEN WORSE  YOU EVEN 
TRIED TO BLOCK THE PEACEFUL ATTEMPTS TO RESOLVE 
MATTERS PEACEFULLY.. WHICH IS A  DISGRACE..(WHAT 
SANE PERSON WOULD EVER TRY TO BLOCK PEOPLE  
COMING TOGETHER IN PEACE AND LOVE??)   

 
z) PLEASE TAKE A LONG HARD LOOK AT YOURSELF.. BEFORE 

WRITING ANY MORE DISTORTIONS TO FALSELY MALIGN ME. 
OR ANY MORE INNOCENT PEOPLE...  YOU SERIOUSLY NEED 
TO WAKE UP AND READ THE LONG LIST OF COMPLAINTS  
ABOUT  YOU AND YOUR HANDLER'S OWN MISCONDUCT 
THAT HAS BEEN PILING UP  SINCE JANUARY 2021,  

 
aa) THEN PLEASE TAKE A GOOD READ  OF THE MANY EMAILED 

COMPLAINTS NOW WRITTEN from John and Bonnie, and 
MULTIPLE other TRIBUNAL JUDGES... and you will see... It is 
'YOU' and 'YOUR' handlers who are guilty of MULTIPLE 
VIOLATIONS AND NOT I...  
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bb) IT IS YOU WHO IS UNFIT TO BE A JUDGE IN YOUR CURRENT 

DISLUSIONAL STATE OF MIND, YOU ARE TAKING 
EXTREMELY BAD ADVICE FROM PEOPLE WHO EVIDENTLY 
SEEK TO DESTROY THE TRIBUNAL.ALTOGETHER.. OPEN 
YOUR EYES! 

 
cc) My dearest beloved Alfred Lambremont Webre ( once my 

nearest and dearest friend of whom I looked upon as a father 
figure ( I actually told many people if I ever got married again, I 
would want Alfred to walk me down the isle), IT MAY BE EASY 
FOR YOU TO THROW PEOPLE WHO LOVED & SUPPORTED 
YOU FOR YEARS 'UNDER THE BUS'  AT THE BEHEST OF 
YOUR NEW CORRUPT INFILTRATOR HANDLER FRIENDS..  

 
dd) BUT YOU MUST KNOW THERE ARE CONSEQUENCES WHEN 

YOU WRITE & SPREAD LIES, TO FALSELY ACCUSE, USE 
AND  ABUSE INNOCENT PEOPLE IN ORDER TO JOIN THE 
CORRUPTION 'IN CLUB'... 

 
ee) I WARN YOU NOW... DON'T YOU DARE EVER EVER EVER  LIE  

ABOUT ME AGAIN...  
 

ff) WHERE ARE THE DONATIONS GONE THAT PEOPLE 
DONATED SPECIFICALLY FOR ME BECAUSE i WAS 
HOMELESS??  LET THE RECORD ALSO REFLECT THAT I DID 
NOT RECIEVE A SINGLE PENNY (MORE CORRUPTION) EVEN 
WHEN PEOPLE CONTACTED ME PERSONALLY TO  LET ME 
KNOW THEY SENT MONEY TO HELP ME... THAT MONEY WAS 
WITHELD,  THIS IS ALSO WICKEDNESS 

 
gg) YOU OWE US ALL AN APOLOGY... AND A SINCERE 

EXPLANATION. OF WHY YOU HAVE BEHAVED IN SUCH A 
FOUL CORRUPT MANNER... 

 
hh) I Love the old sweet Alfred Lambremont Webre and hope he 

will re-emerge soon. 
 

ii) Please do not play with me Alfred, you are messing with the 
wrong person.. tell your deepstate Tribunal infiltrators 
handlers  to 'BACK OFF AND LEAVE ME THE HELL ALONE'! In 
Divine Love  Seven:-)) XX 

 
jj) Here Entered into the Record: is email from Tribunal co-founder 

Judge Lady Seven to all Tribunal Judges this exhibit is marked as (J-
4) May 2021  

 
DAMING EMAIL STATEMENT OF: Tribunal co-founder Judge Lady Seven  
replying to lies written by Judge Alfred Lambermont Webre  
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a) Greetings everyone, I have been very busy offline for a while and 
just received a call from Galactic Clyde informing me that once 
again my name has been put in some more MADE UP GARBAGE 
which once again HAS NOTHING WHATSOEVER to do with me.. 

 
b) Defamation of character based upon absolute deceit is a serious 

matter so I warn you do not embroil me in your sad delusional 
conduct . You are embarrassing yourselves even further than you 
already have.. 

 
c) For the record, majority of the people who attended at the Peace 

and Resolution meeting held by the Garvey Village were in fact 
TRIBUNAL JUDGES (NOT my friends wrong again), this includes 
the person who actually arranged that meeting TRIBUNAL JUDGE 
Galactic Clyde . If you read  Galactic Clyde's invitation you would 
have clearly read that, just like everyone else did.. THAT I DID 
NOT ARRANGE THE MEETING So STOP MAKING UP LIES!!!!! 

 
d) In addition the meeting I had set up regarding helping St Vincent 

whereby Alfred got upset with Kemet for not agreeing with him, 
resulting in them arguing (NOT I, but them), had actually been  
requested by Alfred himself at a prior Tribunal meeting the 
evening before. This meeting whereby Alfred HAD ASKED ME  to 
reach out to find people from St Vincent was also attended by 
Tribunal Judge Galactic Clyde so he is a witness to that confirm it 
was Alfred who asked me to contact people from St Vincent. SO 
PLEASE GET YOUR FACTS RIGHT.  

 
e) The only person I actually knew at that St VINCENT meeting 

'personally' was Kemet Imani... NON WERE MY PERSONAL 
FRIENDS SO WRONG AGAIN , Nor was I the one that destroyed 
that particular  meeting due to arguing .. which was extremely  
DISRUPTIVE AND UNPROFESSIONAL from ALL onlookers 
perspective..  

 
f) SO FOR THE RECORD ONCE AGAIN, I DID NOT ARGUE WITH 

ANYONE DURING THAT MEETING OR ANY OTHER MEETING... 
SO STOP LYING!! 

 
g) Do not further involve my name in anymore  DELUSIONAL MADE 

UP LIES this is scandalous highly disruptive unprofessional 
reckless behavior.. You are doing yourselves no favours. 

 
h) You will not use me as your SCAPEGOAT WHIPPING BOY to 

cover up for disgusting conduct!  
 

i) Thank you to all the wonderful brilliant Tribunal Judges who have 
lovingly and selflessly given your time energy to the Tribunal in 
service to humanity you are all beautiful people  it was a great 
honour and pleasure working with you all. and  a big Thank You to 
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all Tribunal Judges who came to my support  to SPEAK THE 
TRUTH in my defense when LIES were being MADE UP about me 
by design to concoct a shoddy excuse to remove me, I am 
extremely grateful to all of you. Sending you all Divine Love 
Seven:-)) XX 

 
EMAIL STATEMEMT OF KATE SHEMARANI 14TH May 2021 
 

a) Hi Severn. Sending you love and prayers for peace.  You have 
been dealt an unjust blow. God will know why. He is with you. You 
are released fir a reason. There is something else that your eye 
and ear must be on. I trust that you are well. Give me a call later 
next week. Xxx Kate.  

 
145) EMAIL EXHIBIT OF EVIDENCE FROM UNJUSTLY 

REMOVED TRIBUNAL JUDGES JOHN AND BONNIE MICHELL TO 
Alfred Lambremont Webre MAY 2021 

 
a) If you would have stopped at "Your resignation from the Tribunal is 

accepted and recorded", you would have done yourself the favor of for 
once being professional and not proving that everything I wrote about 
you is correct.  

 
b) So, Mr. "I'm rubber and your glue", and your maturity of a 9 year old 

child...be well and hopefully a lot less of a weirdo in the future.  
 

c) How these people stay on your coat tail is beyond me. There has been 
one...ONE..."judge" who has time and time again shown every single 
person reading this email, his "HATE"..and that guy is you Alfred.  

 
d) Do you not realize that we all contact each other and talk? You have left a 

WAKE of hurt people behind you. People who only wanted to help. After 
what you just did and your wacky turn around of "reinstatement" we 
knew we needed to get out now because of YOUR crazy manic behavior 
which has been witnessed by everyone reading this. More people than you 
realize genius. Wanna poke me again King Alfred? :- ) 

 
e) Now...please...again...do not contact us, as we asked you politely on Skype. 

We can all see you are unbalanced Alfred. Further emails from 
peaceinspace will make things increasingly unpleasant for you Alfred. 

 
a) To all addressed, We have watched as good judges, such as Lena Pu (who 

came with her own documents and ready to work), were turned away in 
favor of an obvious womanizer who has half naked women all over his 
social media and to this day has not lifted a finger to help.  

 
b) We were told on a skype call with Alfred (which I screen captured) that 

Prof. Dolores Cahill <dolorescahill@gmail.com> is a "deep state 
operative and we should ignore her input to the tribunal." Now, I see her 
email on the "judge" roster. We have another well known "judge", Sacha 
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Stone, who is a Trump proponent and seems to be eagerly awaiting 
Trump's return (which is Sacha's prerogative). This despite the fact that 
Trump is one of the "tribunal's" named and indicted defendants. You 
know...the same Trump that just called himself "The Father of the Covid 
vaccines". We have witnessed Alfred literally screaming at people and 
yelling about how his consciousness is the key to the whole tribunal 
(recorded).  

 
c) We watched in total disbelief as Alfred took in Hodayah and "The 

Admin" both snake oil salespersons embroiled in a ponzi scheme. He 
literally attempted to get other judges to sign up for the Billion Coin 
Scam. Then only one day later he publicly sends back the BC fake 
currency to The Admin and Hodayah and wrote that they are both likely 
to be indicted, but somehow this "soon-to-be indicted" con artist is still on 
the "judge" roster? Laughable.  

 
d) We watched time and time again as Alfred attacked others who did not 

fall in lock step with his oversized ego. Always he would say, "They are 
deep state or targeted individuals with handlers". It is clear now if anyone 
has a handler and has been compromised it is King Alfred himself.  
We listened to his tall tales of relation to some black pope of old...more 
poppycock!  

 
e) Then he really made our heads spin when we heard that he absolutely 

freaked out during a zoom call and subsequently "terminated" not 
suspended but TERMINATED Seven. Then came his disrespectful, 
unwarranted and downright low brow attack on Clyde, Bonnie and 
myself. 

 
f) We have all the evidence we need to prove the following. We find Alfred 

Lambremont Webre to be a manipulator of people, an ego maniac, a liar, 
a back stabber and a shamelessly disrespectful man.  

 
g) We, Bonnie and John, can not in good conscious have anything 

whatsoever to do with this so called "tribunal" which is not and has never 
been an actual tribunal but rather something much more akin to a high 
school clique with King Alfred in charge in the tower where he only 
listens to those that have wormed their way to the top of the tower.  

 
h) King Alfred does not want judges. He wants cardboard cut-outs of judges 

with springs affixed to their necks so that they continually nod their heads 
in agreement. 

 
i) It was one thing to see Rebello get the boot. As he was nobody's cup of 

tea. But we hope that upon seeing two solid people resign, that the rest of 
you so-called judges might step back for a moment and consider what you 
are really involved in, with this friendless, ego centric and now, obviously, 
tyrannical "founding judge" Alfred. 
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j) I have attached a photo of our skype contact to Alfred looking for an 
explanation, and his two replies. His first reply that we judges were 
suspended and then reinstated is just another of his bold and obvious lies. 
Seven was not suspended. It is in writing from King Alfred that she was 
terminated (we feel unjustly so, of course). So his first reply is an outright 
lie. His second reply to us allows us to see that Alfred Lambremont 
Webre is also a condescending jackass. 

 
k) The "tribunal" logo was designed by me (John Mitchell) and is therefore 

my intellectual property. I hereby give this in-name-only-tribunal my 
permission to continue to use the logo. Know, that I will continue to use 
the logo for my own purposes as well. 

 
l) To all addressed in this message, Bonnie and I both, pray for your 

wellness and happiness and hope that you each will find a good path. To 
those addressed here that either already quit this false tribunal or did not 
take up a false judgeship with King Alfred...YOU were the smart ones :- ) 
much respect to you. Respect...yet another attribute void in King Alfred.  

 
m) He has become the very sort of person that we are spiritually fighting 

against by his being an utter tyrant...careless, truthless and void of basic 
decency towards his own so-called judges . We had hoped for much better 
by being a part of this movement. 

 
n) If King Alfred had only listened when many others tried to say...."this is 

not how a real tribunal functions." As you will all witness in short order, 
your false tribunal will now crumble into nothing and Alfred only has 
himself to blame for that.  

 
o) A movement of consciousness, ironically, requires people with similar 

goals to achieve an end. If you cut the head off of every tribe member you 
no longer have a tribe or a tribunal. 

 
p) Bonnie Mitchell and I (John Mitchell) hereby resign from the King Alfred 

Club posing as a Tribunal and we are very relieved to do so. Love to you 
all....even you King Alfred, John and Bonnie 

 
q) P.S. We are happy to hear from any of you good people who were copied 

and/or blind copied this email and who are not Alfred's handlers and you 
three know who you are. https://awakenvideo.org/  

 
 

  
                                                                                                      Final Judgement 
                                                                      
                                                                     Natural and Common Law Tribunal  
                                                                                 For Public Health and Justice 
                                                                                                
                                                                                               14th day of June 2021 
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